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LEONARDIAN FLUID MECHANICS 
IN THE MANUSCRIPT M
INTRODUCTION
General Remarks
This is already the tenth monographic volume that I have written on the Leonardian science of 
flow and transport phenomena. In all these monographs I am including an introduction. For the sake of 
producing selfcontained volumes some general remarks and comments are common to such 
introductions. Those consulting more than one volume should find little difficulty in identifying in the 
Table of Contents the sections that are similar in the different volumes and those which refer to the 
particular codex or notebook considered.
The principal objective of this project still remains the gathering of all the pertinent material in the 
codices and notebooks of Leonardo da Vinci, which I have defined as that related directly or indirectly to 
the science of flow phenomena. This phase of the work which was planned two decades ago is a little 
more than halfway completed. But more and more I feel that there are very important questions to 
consider as one accomplishes that monumental task. The problem that is becoming prevalent in my mind 
is the question of the adequate methodology, not so much for the survey, but for the treatment of the 
material that for the first time is being collected with a view toward a synthesis of Leonardian fluid 
mechanics.
In the introductions to these monographs, I dwell on the following questions: the methodology I 
have developed and continue to expand, the methodology of Leonardo, the approach I want to follow for 
the present and future work of synthesis which will provide the necessary complement to the analytical 
work. 1 believe that in the case of Leonardo, synthesis is a very important work that must be done 
because he did not do it except in an implicit way difficult to detect most of the time. It is particularly
iii
important to discuss the adequate methodology for the work of synthesis. Analysis is usually 
overdone in all disciplines from astronomy to zoology passing through fluid mechanics and psychiatry, 
and it is the easier task of the two. Much more is needed in doing synthesis than analysis. I know from 
my own experience that it is several levels more difficult to achieve the first than to produce the second. 
I have tried already to arrive at a synthesis for some topics which I believe I have come to know to the 
stage at which the attempt appears warranted. We must take into account that synthesis requires much 
more interaction between the investigator and other scholars, which is what I am seeking as actively as 
I can. Such desired interaction is one of the topics in the introductory and concluding sections of these 
monographs. One of the first results of such interdisciplinary activities is the summary of the research 
on the development of a geometry of transformation and motion by Leonardo, which is appended at the 
end of this monograph.
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Leonardo's Most Original Studies.
Some years ago I launched the thesis that Leonardo da Vinci was more original in his fluid- 
mechanical studies than in any other field of endeavor. I have already defended my thesis in lectures and 
in recent publications [1985a,b, 1987a, 1988c]. One only needs to examine the status of fluid mechanics 
before and at the time of Leonardo, to realize how difficult must have been to rid oneself of so many 
erroneous notions and so many half-truths that dominated the physics of the XV century, and try a new 
sounder approach. In fluid mechanics, the science inherited from Greece and that developed during the 
late medieval times [Cohen & Drabkin 1948, Moody & Clagett 1952, Clagett 1955,1959], if fully 
absorbed by a student, could only have served as an added difficulty to progress; of course, if totally 
ignored by Leonardo, he would have been handicapped, because one cannot improve what one does not 
know. Leonardo acquired some of the available half-truths and worked from there up with great and 
frustrating efforts but also with remarkable originality. Heisenberg [1973] has described very well such 
difficult situation when saying, in a very interesting essay, that the inherited knowledge is both a 
hindrance and the condition for progress. In fluid mechanics this was certainly true for Leonardo. 
Perhaps, the defense of my thesis regarding the most innovative work of Leonardo will become 
unnecessary after a total synthesis of Leonardian fluid mechanics is achieved.
Over a period of about forty years, Leonardo studied many flow and transport phenomena using 
a methodology in which, in my opinion, analogy, paradox, experiments, trial and error, and observation 
played central roles. There is a very impressive body of science of flow in the manuscripts left by 
Leonardo (of which, according to several estimates only about one half are extant). However, as I have 
said already in the introductory notes to my recent work on the Mss H, C and L [1988c,d, 1989d], 
Leonardian fluid mechanics has only been studied fragmentarily and sporadically in the past, without 
ever making an attempt at encompassing all of the extant notes and drawings concerning flow and 
transport phenomena of water, air, fire and granular material. I do not forget the early anthological work 
of Arconati, and the excellent publications of F. Arredi and R. Giacomelli on Leonardian hydrostatics 
and aeronautics [Arredi 1942-43, Giacomelli 1936]. But this work was made before the great
vdevelopments of the engineering science of flow and transport phenomena were achieved and became 
available for historical studies.
A synthesis of Leonardo's science of flow from the original documents remains to be arrived at, 
and will require a monumental work if one takes into account the nature of the numerous documents, 
none of which contains a systematic treatment of flow phenomena. A synoptical preview of the great 
variety, and dispersion, of topics covered by Leonardo in his studies of flow science is possible by 
examining this monograph, as well as those already published concerning the Codices Atlanticus, 
Hammer, Forster, Arundel and the Mss H, C and L France [Macagno 1986b, 1987d, 1988 a,b,c,d]. 
More will be available in the near future as outputs of my ongoing research project concerning the 
Manuscripts at the Institute de France. But not only the work itself is of great interest, one must consider 
also the methodology of Leonardo which is still more difficult to trace; on this aspect, I have already 
written some contributions [Macagno 1982, 1985b, 1988e]. In fact, one can wonder what is more 
interesting: the observation and analysis of so many different phenomena, or the innovative way in 
which they were studied by Leonardo.
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The Manuscript M
At the Institut de France, in Paris, several notebooks of Leonardo da Vinci are kept since 1797, 
when they were taken from the Biblioteca Ambrosiana of Milano, Italy, by orders of Napoleon. The Ms 
M is one of such notebooks. I have based my work on direct reading of Leonardo's notes and drawings; 
as matter of principle and discipline, I do not trust transcriptions or translations by others, although I 
consult them to check my work. I must say that, in my opinion, both Ravaisson-Mollien [1888)] and 
Marinoni [1987] have done a very serious work concerning their original text, and that, in many cases of 
doubt or difficulty in my readings, I have consulted their diplomatic transcriptions. In case of need, I 
tend to use Ravaisson-Mollien's French version; he, in my opinion had a better sense of notes on 
hydraulics. In fact, regarding diplomatic transcriptions, I have found few discrepancies, which I am 
sure do not affect the identification and interpretation of the passages of interest in my study of 
Leonardian fluid mechanics. In what concerns Leonardo's sketches, I have relied exclusively on my 
own knowledge of, and experience in, fluid mechanics, because I do not know of any serious analysis 
of such drawings done before.
Others have studied the history of the codices and manuscripts of Leonardo da Vinci, and there is 
no need to report here all their findings on the Ms M. The interested reader is referred to the excellent 
analysis by A. Marinoni in his transcription of the Ms M [Marinoni 1987)]. Suffice here to say that this 
manuscript contains 94 folios of rather small format (7 cm x 10 cm). It is considered that this 
manuscript retains the original form [Corbeau 1968, Marinoni 1987]. In the Ms M, Leonardo did not 
inscribe any date. The Ms M is believed by several authorities to be of the very end of the XV century, 
but I think that a revision of the chronology will be warranted on the base that the chronological 
suggestions emerging from the study of Leonardian fluid mechanics seem to indicate longer periods than 
those usually assumed for each document. The Ms M contains material on geometry, mechanics, hydro 
and aeromechanics, and other miscellaneous topics. The notes on geometry are mostly of elementary 
Euclidean geometry, but a few notes reveal the first steps in the direction of geometry in motion [see 
Appendix IV by Matilde Macagno].
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I have found notes and drawings of interest for my work in about 70 pages of the 189 of this 
manuscript; they cover a wide range of topics at different levels of cognitive development. The way in 
which I have dealt with the material on fluids and their flow, as well as on transport phenomena, is 
described in the following sections of this introduction.
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METHODOLOGY USED IN THIS STUDY
General Considerations
The most important asset of the approach I have used in this study stems from half a century of 
theoretical and experimental work on flow and transport phenomena, and also from more than forty 
years of teaching mechanics, hydraulics and fluid mechanics observing, at the same time, the primitive 
notions of the students, and of some colleagues also. Such observations have been very useful in trying 
to understand Leonardo's approach to fluid mechanics, especially in those aspects in which one can 
detect his efforts in trying to correct inherited or existing views conflicting with experimental or 
observational evidence. It is very remarkable the way in which misconceptions, which seem to have a 
long history, survive in spite of the educational efforts of teachers of fluid mechanics. Perhaps, teachers 
of science are still imbued with some of the very old erroneous notions about fluids, their properties and 
their flow phenomena, or perhaps the misconceptions have very deep roots in common sense little 
influenced by teachers at any level.
Extremely useful, also, has been the laboratory methodology which I have developed, first at the 
Iowa Institute of Hydraulic Research (since 1964) and later at the Institut fiir Hydromechanik Universi tat 
Kasrlruhe (1975-1985). I have performed many experiments to gain insight into the work of Leonardo 
in several areas of physics [Macagno 1982, 1975-85, 1987a,d, 1988a]. My experiments have been in 
the following areas: geometry (as a part of physics), kinematics, mechanics and mechanisms, 
hydrostatics and hydrodynamics, air flow, thermodynamics, flow of granular materials, flames, 
transport phenomena, acoustics and optics.
In what concerns the direct work with the manuscripts, I have already stated that I have trusted 
only the original form of the drawings and writings. I would like to refer the reader to my introduction 
to the study of the Ms H for details which I do not believe necessary to repeat here [Macagno 1988c]. 
The way in which I have conducted the survey of the Ms M and the organization of this volume are 
presented in the two following sections.
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Survey of the Ms M
This volume contains the results of my initial study of the notes and drawings on flow and 
transport phenomena in the Ms M. It is basically, but not only, a survey, an exploration of the contents 
of interest in this manuscript; I have endeavored to identify, extract, and tabulate all the passages, written 
or pictographic, on fluid mechanics or hydraulics. I have included also all passages in the Ms M which 
are in some way related to those disciplines, especially the notes and drawings on the mechanics of 
single particles, rigid and deformable bodies. I must explain that, in my comments for each page, I have 
gone much beyond the simple detection of material of interest. Such comments are critical most of the 
time, not excluding self-criticism. They also tend to stimulate, through suggestions and hints, the study 
by others, particularly by those who are deeply interested in the science of flow and transport phenomena 
and its historical development.
The methodology used in the survey is basically the one I have developed since I started 
examining the notebooks of Leonardo more than two decades ago. The multi-channel tabulation of the 
findings in my surveys has been used with great advantage [see examples in Macagno 1986b, 1987b, 
1988a]. The basic aspects of this procedure have been described in great detail in a special contribution 
[Macagno 1987c], and I considered that it should be enough to give here only a few examples of the 
construction of profiles, once a topical block has been identified (see Table I at the end of this 
Introduction, which is self-explanatory). Table I contains three examples, one in which there is a text 
but no drawing, one with text and drawing, and one based on a drawing without accompanying text. 
Once a multi-channel tabulation of a document has been accomplished and stored in a computer system, 
it is easy to extract from it specific information. For analogies, I have thought that a summary should be 
included in this monograph, to supplement my discussion on analogies (See Table II). I have also 
prepared a tabular summary of experiments and experimental situations in the Ms M (Table III); only 
experiments of either direct or indirect interest in connection with fluid mechanics and transport 
phenomena were included.
xOrganization of this Volume
In this monograph, the reader will find the double page arrangement already used in IIHR 
Monograph 104 on the Ms C. Each pair of pages is numbered with the same Arabic numeral. The page 
on the left-hand side contains texts from the Ms M in Leonardian Italian with my own separation of 
words, my version in English of such passages, and my critical comments. On the right-hand side page 
there is a succinct "map" of the corresponding page in the Ms M, showing the approximate location of 
texts (T) and drawings (D); beside this map, I give the profiles for the topical blocks I have identified in 
that page. Also included are the drawings I have considered necessary, I have drawn the sketches 
myself, because I want to give of them my own interpretation as a fluid-mechanicist. I had some doubts 
about giving the version in English of the texts, but finally brought myself to do it for those many 
colleagues who do not know Italian, whom I hope will take an interest in the fluid-mechanical work of 
Leonardo. I hope also that this material may be useful to other scholars; they are undoubtedly useful in 
my own attempts at arriving at a synthesis of Leonardo's science of flow.
I have adopted an eclectic approach to translation, because each passage requires to be rendered 
as a unique piece. In some cases, I considered better to be as literal as possible, to convey what 
Leonardo was actually saying; in other cases, I thought that he was obviously not careful with his 
writing, but his intention was transparent, and I treated those passages as something to be explained as a 
matter of exegetical translation. I have had no hesitation to show my doubts whenever they existed. It is 
perhaps paradoxical, but it seems that the more one knows about a given field, the more difficult it seems 
to be sure of what Leonardo says concerning specific topics in such a field. Only generalists seem to 
make confident translators and not to be disturbed by doubts. In documents as those left by Leonardo 
there are many ambiguities and many obscure passages. It is quite probable that some points may remain 
for ever in doubt. There is still much work to be done before we can offer for the general public a truly 
coherent synthetical version of all the fluid mechanical work of Leonardo. However, consistent views in 
some areas are emerging and I would like to refer the reader to the papers I have already published (see 
References).
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LEONARDO'S METHODOLOGY
General Remarks
Leonardo used a methodology in his studies of flow and transport phenomena in which 
experiments, analogies and paradoxes played roles of paramount importance. He was innovative, and 
well aware of being so, in a number of cases in which his involvement was much more profound than in 
questions of geometry, or fluid mechanics, or transport phenomena. I refer to his discussion, in his 
Treatise on Painting, of the use of componimento inculto, as a manifestation of great awareness of how 
he thought that an artist should proceed in his creative work. This question has been masterfully 
discussed by Sir Ernst Gombrich [1952] in a paper on the methodology followed by Leonardo for 
working out his drawing and painting compositions. I think that the method in which pentimenti and 
componimento inculto were put to use appears very much like the trial-and-error procedure which has 
been and is so useful in science and technology. Of course, art was a field in which Leonardo must have 
felt much more at home than physics. I use the term physics here as comprising his notes and drawings 
on geometry, perspective, optics, mechanics, fluid mechanics, thermodynamics, transport phenomena. I 
consider that the really creative part of the geometrical writings and drawings of Leonardo belongs more 
to physics than to mathematics. Leonardo ventured boldly into areas which he was not really prepared 
to enter by training, education, or his cultural background. He dared, and surely enjoyed, to act not as 
much as a common engineer but as what we consider today a research engineer, or an applied physicist. 
He did not have in these endeavors somebody to guide him, as he could have had in hydraulic 
engineering, for instance. In the case of geometry; if Luca Paccioli did really try to teach Leonardo some 
classic notions, it does not seem that Leonardo learned much; and if there would have been anybody 
around with some knowledge of physics and willing to teach him, I believe that he would only have had 
a negative influence on Leonardo. What happened, because Leonardo could not read Latin well enough 
to be imbued by the old arguments, was that he was much better off, and dared to challenge the old 
physics or, what is more important, to start developing a new physics. This was accomplished more by 
what he drew, as attested by many of his drawings, than by what he wrote down. I think that what was
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needed then, more than anything else, was to disregard or plainly ignore the static, frozen science of the 
past, which in the case of physics was full of errors and misconceptions. The great achievement of 
Leonardo in science appears to be that he was able to make some use of, and then overcome, the few 
notions of the physics of his time that he was able to absorb. In studying the Ms M, I have found that 
this is specially true for this notebook, and I am including some comments after discussing his analogies, 
experiments and paradoxes.
After years of study of the notes left by Leonardo, I have come to the conclusion that his studies 
in physics were essentially the result of using analogical thinking, paradoxical argumentation, 
experimental methodology, and trial-and-error procedures. I know that such methods are old in 
mankind, but my thesis is that there is an innovative use of them in Leonardo. Even when he repeats in 
his notes something already known for a long time (like the Archimedes' principle of hydrostatics) one 
can expect something new; to be sure, this newness is often marred by some misconception or failure to 
grasp properly the old idea, but it also carries some innovative way of understanding and of gaining an 
understanding. Not many in the history of mankind have jumped from one plateau of knowledge to 
another in the long process of trying to improve our image of the physical world. We should not forget 
that this is done in great part by qualitative thinking rather than by quantification. In Leonardian fluid 
mechanics there is some quantification (particularly concerning conservation laws), but most of it is 
qualitative, as it should be, as one goes from one plateau to another in the early developments of any 
science. I do not believe I am the first to conclude that Leonardo, for the very especial way in which he 
approached the acquisition of new knowledge, was much more of a discoverer than merely a gatherer of 
inherited knowledge [see, for instance Hart 1963, and also the Foreword by E. Moody in Hart's book]. 
However, it is mainly in the science of flow that Leonardo exhibits great originality, and great strides 
beyond the received wisdom. Both Moody and Hart appear to be completely blind to the Leonardian 
investigations concerning flow. Of course, they are not the only ones who missed such an important 
phase of Leonardo's studies. The overlooking of Leonardo's studies of flow phenomena has been 
almost total (I have already mentioned that the only notable exceptions are the studies of Arredi and 
Giacomelli about half a century ago), if one counts only deep analysis of the subject.
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Leonard s. Analogies
I have written already on analogies in the notebooks of Leonardo da Vinci, and I would like to 
refer the reader to some of my publications [Macagno 1982, 1986b, 1986c]. Leonardo often dealt with 
analogies in a way that was to be defined more than four centuries later by Keynes, who clearly 
established that the scientific analogy is made of a positive and a negative part [Keynes 1921]. The 
former refers to what is similar, and the latter to what is different. G. Polya has put this idea in another 
way: it is not enough to enounce an analogy, we must study it exhaustively until we pursue all its 
possibilities, positive and negative alike [Polya 1954]. In fact, not much intellectual power goes in 
enouncing positive analogies; where we see the mark of depth in any study is when the negative analogy 
is investigated. Leonardo used analogy mainly to advance knowledge, and had what seems to be an 
innate sense of both the positive and the corresponding negative analogy [Macagno 1986c]. Such a 
sense was fostered in Leonardo by his being a clever experimenter and indefatigable observer of nature. 
Leonardo's analogies are of many different kinds. He did not have any inhibition in bringing together 
the most disparate phenomena.
Analogies in the Ms M
The nine analogies I have identified in the Ms M (Table II) are the following: one in geometry, 
two in mechanics and mechanisms, one in elastic oscillations, three in fluid mechanics, one in bio-fluid- 
mechanics, one between botany and hydraulics. It is true that some of this are not explicitly spelled out 
by Leonardo, and that they belong to the category of potential analogies to be explored in the hope of 
confirming them, but also with the possibility that they may prove to have not been considered by 
Leonardo,in the extant documents at least. I have seen some of these conjectures solved in the positive 
sense, and I believe that at least part of the so-called implicit or potential analogies will be confirmed in 
further studies.
Among the explicit analogies, I would like to mention first the one relating swimming and flying 
(MS M 83R, Entry 8) which is accompanied by an interesting analysis of the way in which propulsion
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can be achieved by the motion, back and forth, of a body whose shape is changed during each cycle. 
We now that rowing is based on changing the orientation of the oar, but in swimming and also in flying 
a mixture of these two actions is usually the case. What Leonardo seems to neglect in this case is the 
analysis of the differences between flying (which happens in the midst of a fluid), and swimming of an 
animal at the interface between two fluids. The swimmer should be deeply submerged for the analogy to 
be ensured as it would be the case of fish. A similar failure is found in the case of the analogy between 
waves around a body moving in the midst of a fluid and another moving at the air-water interface (Ms 
46R, Entry 3). More keen is the discussion of the analogy of sand waves and water waves, produced by 
flowing water and by wind, respectively (see Entry 3).
Among the implicit analogies, I would like to mention that of conservation of water along canals 
or conduits that branch out and the sap as it flows from the trunk to the branches of a tree (Entry 7). 
Because Leonardo knew so much about conservation of volume in fluid flow, I am inclined to believe 
that he did not fail to consider this analogy. Comparison with notes in the Ms C has led me to believe 
that Entry 9 represents also a potential or implicit analogy. Similar reasons are valid for Entry 6.
Leonardo's Paradoxes.
Paradoxes are intellectually very attractive, but in different ways than analogies; paradoxes are 
disturbing, even irritating some times to some persons, while analogies tend to be pleasing and attractive. 
Paradox is used by Leonardo in a number of instances, and I believe that in many cases, Leonardo was 
resorting to paradoxical situations as a way of arguing successfully against his "adversary". By 
considering experiments, which would have been so easy to mount but would undoubtedly fail, he could 
make a powerful argument similar to that of the reductio ad absurdum proofs in mathematics. He may 
not have fully realized the methodology as it can be perceived today. An example of how one is not fully 
aware of what is actually doing in his original work has come across in these days when I started reading 
"On Human Nature" by E.O. Wilson [1978]. In the preface, Wilson relates that he was not consciously 
aware of the logical sequence of the trilogy he has produced until it was practically finished.
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I have presented situations like the paradoxical siphons of the Codices Atlanticus and Hammer, 
as questions in quizzes to my students, especially to those just beginning to learn hydraulics or fluid 
mechanics. These questions disconcerted more than one who thought that he or she was well armed in 
general mechanics, thus showing that some primitive notions persist up to our times and some times after 
long exposure to conventional education. Fluid mechanics, as Birkhoff illustrated brilliantly in a now 
classic book, is full of paradoxes which are really the mark of originality and vision, when they are 
presented for the first time [Birkhoff 1950]. Of course, it is known since the times of Zeno that 
paradoxes may be disregarded as trivial matters by practical minds, while they do not cease to seduce 
speculative minds.
But even experiments which are expected to fail and in fact do not fail, offer a paradoxical 
situation to the researcher. In several places in his manuscripts, Leonardo describes an experiment 
which has all the marks of having been performed by him [Macagno 1982]. This experiment presents a 
paradox within the context of Leonardo's knowledge of physics. Apparently, he took two identical 
boxes (perhaps cylindrical) and attached them together, with air inside one of them and the other full of 
water. The double box can float stably in two positions, as shown in my own experiments and 
confirmed by theoretical calculations, one with the air-filled box atop, and the other with the water-filled 
box atop. This occurs only if the the body has a height that is relatively small with respect to the 
diameter. Leonardo always drew the double box with the water atop; I consider that the reason is simple: 
in that way, water is out of its natural place and, in spite of the body being apparently completely free to 
move, it does not go back to its home. The same may be said of the air. In my first study of this 
experiment, I was inclined to believe that Leonardo had anticipated our analysis of the stability of floating 
bodies [Macagno 1982], but, after much more study of Leonardo's notes, I am persuaded that this really 
was a crucial experiment, one of which results must have appeared as paradoxical to him [1985a]. 
Leonardo remained after all very much within the framework of thinking of the physics of his times, so 
full of misconceptions. I have found little that seems to indicate that he reached the point of seeing the 
paradox as something to be left behind. It is always dangerous to use hindsight, but I believe that we 
can understand why he could not see what was preventing the water to return to its sphere, because it
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was not something he could detect experimentally; the only way to solve this paradox is, as for the 
solution of those of Zeno, a new way of thinking, a new science. The paradox ceases only within the 
Newtonian physics, not within the physics of the Greeks and of the early Renaissance. This is an 
example of the need to know Newtonian physics as much as Aristotelian and Medieval Physics in order 
to study Leonardian mechanics.
Another experimental result that presented Leonardo with a paradox is that of a given portion of 
water in a cylindrical container adopting a different shape of its free surface when it is set into rotatory 
motion. It is not so much the possibility of looking at this as a primitive centrifugal pump (see, for 
instance, Ms F 15R) that is fascinating. To somebody believing in the principle which says that fluids 
desire always to go back to their own spheres, the realization that water which is in relative equilibrium 
remains higher than before, while the air has come down to the place where the water was, must appear 
as a paradox. How could Leonardo understand such a strange behavior within the framework of the 
existing physics? How could he explain it?
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Paradoxes in the Ms M
In the Ms M, I have found only a couple of paradoxical situations. One is in 73R, and Leonardo 
appears to have dissolved the paradox already, although his explanation is not very satisfactory, unless 
we generously interpret that he is saying that the flow depends on the pressure and not on the weight of 
water in the vessel (see my discussion for this folio). The other paradox is one that has puzzled many of 
my students. In part this happens because of the terminology we use nowadays, when we speak of 
steady flow, but it has deeper roots than that. Students in my classes were always puzzled that in a so 
called steady flow there can be acceleration and deceleration all over. Leonardo presents the case of a jet 
driving a water wheel somewhat like our modem Pelton turbines. The other cases of motor and moved 
body considered in neighboring folios are all such that acceleration is present. He calls this case that of 
oseruata qualità di potentia while one of the other is called of aumentativa potentia, and another of 
dijminvtiva potentia (see M 93 R and 94R). What may have appeared as paradoxical in the case of 
oseruata qualità di potentia is the fact that all is steady or stationary in the kinematics of the system jet- 
wheel, and nonetheless one acts as motor and the other as moved thing (motore e cosa mossa). 
Unfortunately, Leonardo's explanation is obscure; the only conclusion I can draw is that he was puzzled 
by a paradoxical situation.
Leonardo's Experiments.
There exists much concrete evidence of experimentation actually being performed by Leonardo. 
There were times during which it was thought that most of Leonardo's experiments were more in his 
imagination than in his hands. Already some experiments in hydrostatics show the undeniable mark of 
authenticity [Macagno 1982, 1985a,b, 1987b, 1988a]. There are other situations in which Leonardo 
showed, more by his mistakes than by being correct, that he was performing experiments. Take, for 
instance, the cases of flow through expansions depicted in the Ms F (91RV, 92R-V) which so many 
have interpreted as being experiments in conduits. That they are really experiments in open channels is 
irrefutably shown by the presence of diagonal waves, which can occur only if there is an interface 
between two fluids (for example, the water-air interface), or layers of the same fluid with different
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density [Macagno 1969]. Of such interfacial waves there are remarkable depictions in the Ms C (see 
24V, 26R, 28V) and there is one in Ms M 66R D2. It is true that Leonardo wrote a note saying that he 
wanted to have a glass tube constructed for this kind of experiments, but it is quite probable that the tube 
was never made. I know from experience that the direct study of conduit flow is not an easy one; one is 
better off experimenting in open channels, but one should be careful not to work in the domain of Froude 
numbers higher than the critical value. Of course, Leonardo did not realize that he was making such a 
mistake; but he did leave evidence that he was actually performing experiments. There are many 
indicators in the drawings of Leonardo, easy for the trained eye to detect, that force the conclusion that 
he could not possibly have imagined things that are so realistically represented by him. In fact, both 
rights and wrongs in his fluid-flow experiments point in the direction of authenticity. Within this 
context, it is worth considering whether some of the drawings were the product of an intuitive feeling for 
fluid flow and transport phenomena; if through much experimentation and observations of nature and 
man-made systems, Leonardo was capable of guessing the right answer, this is a point that seems 
important in the way knowledge is acquired. Leonardo proceeded by analogy in many cases, and the 
analogy between granular-material flow and water flow led him into some serious mistakes. This is 
surely true, but there is no doubt that he had authentic experimental knowledge of the two kinds of flow. 
In this case, Leonardo failed in not pursuing more strenuously the "negative" analogy, i.e., the 
identification of the differences. But, in his failed attempts, the mark of the authentic experimenter is 
inescapable to both modem fluid- and soil-mechanicists, and I believe that more so than in some of his 
successful performances.
Among the remarkable experiments described by Leonardo, I would like to mention the crucial 
experiment of the floating double box, already described in the section on paradoxes. Also of great 
interest are those experiments in which certain effects of the centrifugal force are demonstrated (see, e.g. 
the Codices Atlanticus and Madrid; see also the sometimes misunderstood experiment at the bottom of 
Ms C 24 V). I consider such experiments of great significance in forming an opinion in Leonardo's 
mind about facts running against some of the ideas of the physics of his time [Marinoni 1988]. We are 
all familiar with centrifugal pumps, and centrifuges, and know how these machines operate. Leonardo
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noticed the effect of rotation on solid as well as fluid bodies. He also considered the effect of rotation on 
granular heterogeneous materials (see, e.g., Codex Forster II 68V). Taking all these experiments into 
account, one can see that, after performing them, Leonardo could not have adhered to a notion of 
centripetal [Marinoni 1988] rather than centrifugal force, surely not after all the evidence of a contrary 
behavior that he accumulated. I believe that the behavior of a liquid under rotation, climbing along the 
walls of the container while air came down to occupy the space in the central part, was another of the 
paradoxes that Leonardo must have been puzzled by. He may have been the precursor of our ubiquitous 
utilitarian centrifugal pumps, but the possibility of having seen a paradox in all of that is much more 
exciting, and also a more important discovery.
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Experiments and Experimental Situations in the Ms M
My investigation has led to the identification of 20 experiments and experimental situations in the 
Ms M, which are presented in a tabular form in Table III. I must say once more that tables like this do 
not mean that I believe that Leonardo performed all these experiments. I am surveying documents and I 
report what I find in them that appears as experimental in one sense or another. By developing the 
laboratory methodology to study Leonardo's scientific writings I have a rather objective procedure to 
examine the work he did, but I believe that in many cases we will remain in doubt about what he actually 
performed in the area of experiments [1988d].
The sketches in Table III (most of which are simplified) are either based on Leonardo's 
drawings, or introduced when there was no drawing by Leonardo. In the latter case, I have indicated my 
intrusion by inscribing my initials in the lower right-hand-side corner of the corresponding box. I have 
summarily described each experiment or experimental situation; an analysis of these experiments is part 
of my ongoing investigation, consisting of a systematic analysis of experiments in all of Leonardo's 
extant notebooks, as a necessary step for the synthesis of his science of flow. However, it seems 
appropriate to make some brief comments.
Entries 1, 2, 3 of Table III are what one would classify today as Math Lab experiments. Entry 1 
seems to anticipate a reflection in transformation geometry, while Entry 2 is suggestive of a more 
advanced transformation in which parallel shear is involved. This statements could easily be challenged 
as groundless, were not for the evidence to be found in other Leonardian manuscripts like the Codices 
Madrid and Atlanticus [Macagno M, 1987]. Similar remarks can be made concerning entry 3. Entries 4 
to 7 are on experiments in general mechanics; they are all of great interest because each includes an aspect 
that indicates concern with subtle points. Of special interest in connection with Leonardian fluid 
mechanics are Entries 5 and 6 because air resistance is considered. Less directly related to fluid 
mechanics is Entry 7, but the recognition of dissipation of energy in any phenomenon creates an 
interesting link with fluid mechanics of real fluids.
The remaining entries in Table III are all on some aspect of flow and transport phenomena. If 
only the Ms M would have survived the ravages of time, we would have in this document a good notion
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of the interest of Leonardo in fluid mechanics. I will only call the attention of the reader at the wide 
variety of flow-science questions included in this little notebook: properties of diverse fluids, resistance 
to flow including asymptotic behavior, waves and vortices, jets including their breaking into drops, 
fluid-interface currents and their effects on floating bodies, fluid mechanics of swimming and flying, 
transport phenomena at the water-sand interface.
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THE QUESTION OF THE ADEQUATE METHODOLOGY
Analysis and Synthesis in the Ms M
In the preceding section, I have endeavored to show how the studies of Leonardo in physics 
were essentially the result of using analogical thinking, paradoxical argumentation, experimental 
methodology, and trial-and-error procedures. I must add that I know that such methods are old in 
mankind, but my thesis is that there is an innovative use of them in Leonardo. He also developed his 
own methods of analysis and, to a certain extent, of synthesis.
Even when Leonardo repeats in his notes something already known for a long time (like the 
Archimedes' principle of hydrostatics, or the old ideas about the fall of bodies in the atmosphere) one can 
expect something new. To be sure, this newness is often marred by some misconception or failure to 
grasp properly the old idea and detect what is really wrong with it, but it also carries some innovative 
way of understanding and of gaining an understanding. As I said before, not many in the history of 
mankind have jumped from one plateau of knowledge to another in the long process of trying to improve 
our image of the physical world. We should not forget that this is done in great part by qualitative 
thinking rather than by quantification. Notwithstanding, in Leonardian fluid mechanics there is some 
quantification (particularly concerning conservation laws), but most of his science of flow is qualitative, 
as it should be in the early steps of any science.
The Adequate Approach
When we approach documents of the kind left by Leonardo da Vinci, we should be much 
concerned with the methodology. Some general principles seem generally applicable to this kind of 
work. I believe it is generally agreed that if somebody in the past wrote about anatomy, one must be 
more than well informed about anatomy before anything else to undertake the study of such writings, 
including translating them; of course; to be sure, that it is enough but it is a conditio sine qua non. Why 
then one finds difficulty in having a similar rule accepted for other disciplines? I am sure I am not the
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first to be frustrated by some attitudes, and they would not bother me but for the reluctance one finds in 
striking a cooperation that is much needed in investigation of complex documents of the past.
I have come to the conclusion that there is too much emphasis on the use of the light from the 
past as compared with the light from the future (of course, a future relative to any historical documents). 
Both lights are of great relevance and should be shed on those documents in a well balanced 
combination. I grant that this is much more demanding than just do one or the other, but we cannot 
avoid the dilemma. Everybody should make the effort of taking into account the developments before, 
during, and after the period of the work under study. It would be much better - 1 believe - if we could do 
this, at least in the final phases through cooperative interdisciplinary work. I think that this would be the 
most effective way of avoiding the danger pointed at by Zubov [1968] of either archaizing or 
modernizing.
There are some intrinsic obstacles, however, and I have touched upon the requirement of 
knowledgeability already: if I do not know enough astronomy I cannot be helpful in any study of 
astronomy, be it historical or not (I believe Otto Neugebauer made this point very forcefully). It should 
be understood that we are bound to describe what Leonardo discovered in a very different manner than 
his own. To illustrate my point I will consider, for instance, the great accomplishments of the 
astronomers of Mesopotamia and Greece; it is actually impossible to make a serious analysis of such 
achievements without using modem knowledge and language of mathematics and astronomy. Already in 
1874, Schiaparelli published in Milano an analysis using advanced mathematics to examine the theory of 
homocentric spheres of Eudoxus. For more recent studies, see the writings of Otto Neugebauer. The 
same should apply to any study of Leonardo's science; we would miss important fundamental points, 
were we not to use modern language and modern points of view. And after, how could we do 
otherwise?
The question of the adequate methodology is extremely important in the study of documents of 
the past, and undoubtedly a delicate one. But suppose, for example, that one has some idea that 
Leonardo introduced in his notebooks notions of non-Euclidean geometry, let us say some proto­
concepts of elliptic or hyperbolic geometry; how could anyone without a thorough knowledge of the new
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developments initiated by Bolyai, Lobachevsky and Gauss [Trudeau 1987] examine the work of 
Leonardo to see the extent and the depth of his notions? The same is true for any other discipline. There 
are aspects, in the analysis of Leonardo's notes, that can only be seen in their proper value when 
analyzed in the light of knowledge acquired after him rather than that existing before him. I would like to 
mention at this point that Greenberg [1980] has referred to the paradoxical fact that non-Euclidean 
geometry is what really helps in understanding better Euclidean geometry. Another example I would like 
to include is that of Hermann Weyl, who being very knowledgeable in que question of symmetry was 
thus able to perceive the role of Leonardo in transformation geometry, and not only that but also the 
significance of the decorative patterns of many cultures. Weyl considered that such patterns contain 
implicitly "the oldest piece of high mathematics known to us".
Concerning the requirement of specific knowledgeability of the historian of science, I am sure 
that physicists must have an opinion similar to that of Greenberg, but in their case about knowing 
quantum and relativistic physics to have a good understanding of the fundamental ideas of Newton. In 
the same way, modem fluid mechanics is what helps best in understanding the historical development of 
hydraulics and hydromechanics. We have a much better view of what hydraulicians accomplished and 
published during a long period of history because the new science of fluid mechanics has given us a 
vantage point of view that did not exist before.
It is easy to illustrate questions, that require a study of what was done before Leonardo, but even 
in those cases I cannot see how that can be done well without expert knowledge and exoerience in the 
corresponding discipline. For example, if hydrostatics was well advanced already by Archimedes, we 
must confront carefully what Leonardo wrote about the subject with Archimedes' work; but here again, 
if we do not use the deepest knowledge of hydrostatics available to us nowadays, our analysis will fail to 
be incisive. We can examine the work of Archimedes and capture the sense, extent and depth of his 
achievements because we understand pressure much better than he did. And we understand pressure 
very well only if we know tensor analysis and how to measure stresses. For instance, we can see clearly 
today that Archimedes grasped very well the notion of hydrostatic force and not too well that of pressure, 
while Leonardo had serious misunderstandings about hydrostatic force [Macagno 1982] and developed
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good insights about pressure [Macagno 1985c]. We must take into account also that it is through rather 
simple questions that one can best trace Leonardo's methodology; because of this, my considerations 
here do not touch upon some of the spectacular studies of Leonardo concerning flow and transport 
phenomena [Macagno 1982, 1985a, 1986a], or upon machines and mechanisms, or hydraulic works.
The best comments I have found of Leonardo's notes on falling bodies in the Ms M are those of 
M. Clagett [1959], and I strongly recommend reading them carefully to anybody interested in 
understanding Leonardo's approach to mechanics. I would like to add a few supplementary comments 
of my own, because it seems to me that Clagett could have made his point much more incisively, had he 
pointed at the failure of many to realize that kinematics and not dynamics was at the root of any 
understanding of the long period of misconceptions and wrong approach to what may seem as a simple 
problem nowadays (which it is not). Had Greek science developed an understanding of the notions of 
velocity and acceleration in terms essentially similar to ours when we say that acceleration is the 
derivative of velocity which in turn is the derivative of the one-dimensional space traversed by a material 
point (i.e. a = dv/dt, and v = ds/dt), many incorrect statements about a falling body would have been 
avoided. I believe that already Archimedes could have developed such notions had he had an interest in 
the question. His mathematics could have handled such relationships in some way or another. I do not 
believe that it is the lack of understanding of velocity and acceleration as vectors what hindered so many 
students of the falling-body problem, it was simply the lack of an insight on how space, velocity and 
acceleration are linked to each other (in one direction, through differentiation, in the other, through 
integration). Perhaps at the root of all this is the inability to launch oneself in forming dimensional ratios 
(velocity = length divided by time, etc.) [Macagno 1971,1982].
The study of problems like that of the free fall of bodies cannot be isolated, because Leonardo 
himself never considered it in isolation. Without understanding Leonardian fluid mechanics one cannot 
really study the problem of the fall of bodies in Leonardo's notebooks. He related one problem to 
another and another via analogy. And he thought of all problems in terms of experiments; that he 
actually performed all the experiments on falling bodies, or even none of them, is not the most important 
point, because he may have gained insight into this problem by considering related problems of fluid
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flow which he studied very much on the base of experimentation and observation. Impact was a thread 
that he followed in many phenomena and considerations of impact are present in the problem of falling 
bodies, and also in the problem of launching bodies upward, either vertically or at a certain angle. We 
must take into account that knowledge about water jets is very useful in ballistics and also knowledge 
about projectiles is very useful in the hydromechanics of jets. For instance,the results of impacts of 
different vertically falling bodies may be a clue to the way in which they fall. The idea of this kind of 
analogical thinking is surely older than Leonardo but he put it very much into use in an innovative way.
Through his studies of devices to lift water and to produce jets of different heights [Macagno 
1985b, 1987a)], Leonardo gained an insight not only into the impossibility of perpetually moving 
machines, but also into the conservation of energy and the dissipation of energy (our terminology of 
course, not his). This is a knowledge that is essentially empirical, apt to be developed by engineers 
rather than by logico-deductive scientists, and in some way Leonardo had a grasp of it. Notions of 
conservation of different quantities was of paramount importance in Leonardo's studies. We must 
remember that even conservation of volume (a very useful postulate in hydromechanics) was only a 
misty notion before Leonardo and it became very clear to him. I claim that he understood conservation 
of volume better than many engineers of our times. Other postulates about conservation may have been 
much less clear in his mind, but some grasp or them was present, and this may explain many hints and 
hunches we find in Leonardian mechanics, and not before him.
It seems that Galileo benefited much from a knowledge of medieval kinematics, perhaps such a 
knowledge could have helped Leonardo also; or perhaps not. He seemed particularly good at acquiring 
some notions in an imprecise way, in a wrong way sometimes, and make great strides from that point of 
departure. Some of the ideas of the great medieval kinematicists are surely present in the notes of 
Leonardo. We must take into account that he was not only a man interested in paradoxes, he was 
paradoxical himself. And the great Leonardian paradox may be that with so little instruction as he had he 
was much more able to educate himself. Incidentally, perhaps, it is wrong to try to give too much 
guidance to gifted boys and girls. When they get bored in our classes, taylored to help everybody, 
perhaps they are in their way to enlighten themselves much better than we teachers can do.
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I am trying to establish some criteria for the study of Leonardian fluid mechanics, which is my 
central interest, but I have come to realize that without an analysis of geometrical, kinematical and 
dynamical developments in the notes of Leonardo it is difficult to analyze his work on flow phenomena.; 
the converse is also true. I have encouraged already the study of that part of Leonardian geometry that is 
very original and innovative [see Weyl 1952, Martin 1987, Macagno M. 1987]. I have made some
i
inroads myself into Leonardian kinematics [Macagno 1982, 1985b, 1987a]. I hope very much that 
interest in his dynamics entices some physicist or engineer, because this trilogy of disciplines is very 
important in the investigation of the science of flow in Leonardo. It should not be forgotten however that 
Leonardian kinematics is very much intertwined with flow and transport phenomena and that it may be 
frustrating to attack the analysis of his kinematics without a deep knowledge of kinematics of deformable 
bodies and continua. In addition to this, Leonardian kinematics is intertwined with part of his 
geometrical studies which foreshadow the development of transformations and motion in geometry. 
This is a development in which one finds the triad art, technology and science well represented because it 
relates, among other things, to decorative patterns, to the shaping of materials, and to physics [Macagno 
M. 1987, and appendix to this monograph].
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FUTURE WORK
Much work is yet to be done to arrive at a satisfactory synthesis of Leonardo's science of flow 
and transport phenomena. I have attempted to do it for limited areas, like that of hydrostatics, basic fluid 
mechanics, analogies, experimentation, but many others remain to be investigated and synthesized. I 
believe that the methodology used by Leonardo is clearly emerging, and I have written about this subject 
some essays already. Of course, until all the documents are examined thoroughly, a final total synthesis 
must be postponed. Most of the French Manuscripts remain to be studied in the way the Mss C, H, L, 
and M have been examined. I very much hope that all the work that lies ahead can be accomplished in 
the years I have left, but most probably, this monumental work will have to be completed by others, and 
I hope I may attract co-workers soon for an appropriate and effective transfer.
An area in which collaboration is very much needed is that of the disciplines important to the 
development of fluid mechanics. I have tried to establish some criteria for the study of Leonardian fluid 
mechanics, which is my central interest, but I have come to realize that more than I envisioned is 
necessary. Without an analysis of geometrical, kinematical and dynamical developments in the notes of 
Leonardo it is difficult to analyze his work on flow phenomena. I have encouraged already the study of 
that part of his geometry that is very original and innovative, and I have made some inroads myself into 
his kinematics. I hope very much that interest in his dynamics entices some student or scholar, because 
this trilogy of disciplines is very important in the investigation of the science of flow in Leonardo.
Iowa Institute of Hydraulic Research 
Iowa City, 1 May, 1989.
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Ms M 2R 
T2 D2,3
Ms M 2V 
TI DI
A rhombus is to the square 
as the parallelogram is to 
the rectangle.
(See CA 544R)
GEOM
DEFORM
KINEM
2
Ms M 41R 
TI
Analogy between the sand 
waves at the interface wa­
ter-sand, and the water 
waves at the interface 
air-water.
ARIA
ACQUA
GRAN
STRAT
FLOW
WAVE
POTENTIA
CONCEP
3
Ms M 46R 
TI,2 DI
Analogy between the waves 
produced in air by a bo­
dy moving through it ánd 
the waves in water, pre­
sumably produced by a 
boat moving at the air-wa­
ter interface.
ACQUA
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WAVE
BO FA
EXPER
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VORT?
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Ms M 54R 
Tl-3 Dl-6
Ms M 55R 
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Implicit analogy between 
recoil of bombard and of 
crossbow. Also the reoil 
of board from which a man 
jumps.
______________________________.
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Tl-3
Spheres and cubes falling 
through air. Comparison 
of volumes and areas by 
geometric similarity.
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Ms M 72V 
T2,3 D2
Ms M 74V
TI
Implicit analogy with o- 
ther notebooks,involving 
oscillations of strings 
and junps of objects.
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OSCILL
7
Ms M 78V 
TI,2 DI,2
Implicit analogies between 
ramifications of trees and 
branching of canals.
FLOW ? 
GEOM 
PLANT 
CONSER
8
Ms M 83R 
Tl, 2
Analogy between flying and 
swimming with emphasis on 
one of the terms of the 
analogy.
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Ms M 83V 
DI
Ms M 84R 
TI
Implicit analogy between 
impacted bodies, their de­
formations , and the defor­
mation of material around 
the bodies. (See Ms C 5V, 
6V, 22R.)
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EXPERIMENTS AND EXPERIMENTAL SITUATIONS IN THE Ms M
GEOMETRY IN MOTION
Experiments with geometric figures 
in the way it was going to be done 
in our mathematic laboratories.(Ma- 
cagno M. 1951).
Ms M 15R 
Ti D2,3
GEOMETRY IN MOTION 
Initial steps in the study of 
changing the shape of geometrical 
figures. (See Codex Madrid II for 
further steps, and Macagno M. 1987).
M 32V 
M 34R-V
GEOMETRY IN MOTION
The translation of figures,one side 
of which is curvilinear and the o- 
ther straight, generates equal a- 
reas. Precursory work for conser­
vation of area and volume.
M 66V 
Tl-4 DX,2
MECHANICS
Fall of round bodies down inclined 
planes. Effect of what we call now 
moment of inertia seems to have 
been noticed by Leonardo.
M 42R 
T1 Dl
xli
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EXPERIMENTS AND EXPERIMENTAL SITUATIONS IN THE Ms M
MECHANICS
Fall of two bodies in different re­
lative positions at the start. Air 
resistance considered.
M 43V 
M 48R 
M 52R-V 
M 57R
6
MECHANICS
A device,motor or machine,moves, 
propels, or launches an object. 
Study of the 'potentia' of cross­
bows. Air resistance taken into 
account.
M 61V 
M 62V 
M 63R 
M 72R
ELASTIC OSCILLATIONS
Transversal and torsional oscilla­
tions of strings and cords. Kine­
matic properties. Decay of os­
cillations. (See Ms C 15R).
M 72V 
T2,3 D2
M 90R 
T4
8
FLUID PROPERTIES
Density of clear air as a function 
of altitude. Effect on the re­
sistance to a falling body.
(See also Entry 5, Table III.)
M 43R
Tl,2 PI
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EXPERIMENTS AND EXPERIMENTAL SITUATIONS IN THE Ms M
9
FLUID PROPERTIES
Density variations in molten metal 
according to the degre of the ob­
served fluidity.
M 54V 
T2,3
FLUID MECANICS
Effects of the water current and 
the wind on a boat.
M 41V 
Tl
FLUID MECHANICS
Wave patterns around a body placed 
in a flowing fluid, or being moved 
through a quiescent fluid.
M 46R 
Tl,2 D1
FLUID MECHANICS
Jet or nappe of water falling down 
and becoming faster and faster and 
thinner and thinner until it breaks 
into drops. Air resistance.(See CA 
398R)
M 47R 
Tl
xliii
TABLE III
EXPERIMENTS AND EXPERIMENTAL SITUATIONS IN THE Ms M
FLUID MECHANICS
Air ressitance to falling bodies 
of the same shape but of different 
dimensions.
M 60R 
Tl,3 Dl
FLUID MECHANICS
Three-dimensinal flow pattern in 
the flow upstream from an obstacle. 
Probably, with confusion between 
wavelines and pathlines. (See Ms H 
63V, 64R)
M 66R 
Tl,3
FLUID MECHANICS
Waves and vortices at the encounter of 
two currents of opposite direction. 
(See Codex Hammer 29V)
M 67V 
Tl, 2 Dl, 2
M 68R 
Dl, 2
FLUID MECHANICS
Ascending jets coming up from ori­
fices in J-tube shaped reservoirs. 
(For similar situations, see Maca- 
gno 1985b.)
M 73R 
Tl Dl-3
xliv
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EXPERIMENTS AND EXPERIMENTAL SITUATIONS IN THE Ms M
BIOFLUIDDYNAMICS
Hydromechanics of animals swimming 
and flying with emphasis on the 
propulsion mechanisms. Resistance 
taken into account.
(For exceelent summary of modern 
developments, see Lighthill 1975.)
M 67R 
Tl D1
M 83R 
Tl, 2
FLOW MACHINES
A water-wheel, or turbine, is pro­
pelled by a water jet under steady 
operation conditions. Comparison 
with other devices which produce 
transien motions. (Paradox ?).
M 92R 
M 90V 
M 91V 
M 93R
BALLISTICS
Range of projectiles launched with 
the same angle but with different 
forces. Family of pathlines.
M 53R 
Tl,4 Dl
FLUVIAL HYDRAULICS
Water and sediment flows and pat­
terns for different erosive and 
deposit phenomena. (See Ms C 15R, 
Codex Hammer 129V, 162R).
M 64R 
M 65R 
M 66R
1LEONARDIAN FLUID MECHANICS 
IN THE MANUSCRIPT M
2Ms M 2R T2 D2,3
The rhombic figure is of two kinds: the first 
derives from the square, the second from the 
rectangle. The first has opposite angles equal 
(to each other) while all its sides are equal. 
What is different is that no side has the two 
ends near equal angles; in fact, the angles are 
acute and obtuse.
il ronbo e di 2 sore el primo nassce dal 
quadrato e 2° dal tetragon longo el primo a 
Ili angolj opositj che ssono equalj e chosj 
tutti i sua lati equalj sol si uaij a che nessuno 
lata termj in angolj equalj ma con angolo 
acuto e ottuso. (17)
T2 is imprecise, and I have made it more accurate because it is not too important that Leonardo 
was careless in writing when his drawings tell us the correct version. What is of interest to 
fluid mechanics, and particularly to the study of deformable bodies, is the use of the expression 
'il rombo.nassce dal quadrato'. I  have rendered this by saying that one figure "derives" from 
the other. I  believe that in some way Leonardo was already seeing this as a question of 
geometry in motion [Macagno E. 1982,1985b, Macagno M 1987].
One can write long papers and even give entertaining lectures focusing on the errors of 
Leonardo in elementary mathematics, but the serious work to do is to trace in his manuscripts 
the naissance o f new notions and methods. In the "first" folios o f the Ms M, Leonardo is 
struggling with elementary geometry, drawing poor figures, and fuzzy about terminology, but 
one should be able to detect the first steps towards transformation geometry, which he 
develops in other manuscripts.
2D1
T1
D2 D3 
T2
Ms M 2R 
T2 D2,3 
GEOM 
DEFO 
KINEM
3Ms M 2V T l Dl
The rhomboid (?) is the figure which derives 
from the rhombus (?) ,but while the rhombus 
derives from the square, the rhomboid 
derives from the rectangle and has the 
opposite sides and angles equal to each 
other, but no angle is comprised by two equal 
sides.
ronboide e quella figura che nasscie dal 
ronbo ma dov il ronbo nasscie dal quadrato 
la ronboides nasscie dal tetragon longo que 
ha i lati e gli angoli oppositj equali infra loro 
ma nesuno angolo e contenvto da lati equalj. 
(Tl)
One should ignore the banal error in the first sentence. What is important is that Leonardo again 
describes the relationship between two figures as if one were generated, or born ,from the 
other. We must remember that Leonardo was a student o f many kinds o f mechanisms 
[Macagno M. 1987] And a rectangle formed by linked bars free to move generates a family of 
parallelograms.( See Codex Madrid). There is no doubt in my mind that he learned much more 
geometry from his artistic and technological interests than from Euclidean geometry as taught 
to him by Paccioli, or anybody else. Leonardo developed a new geometry, as it has been 
recognized by H. Weyl [1952] in the area of symmetry, when he named an important theorem 
after Leonardo. Weyl describes how Leonardo discovered rotational symmetry in his studies of 
architectural configurations.
In other folios o f the Ms M there is more evidence o f the incipient ideas of Leonardo 
concerning deformation in geometry from one figure to another to another.( See Ms M 8R, 
32R-V, 66V).
3D1
T1
D2
T2
Ms M 2V 
T1 D1 
GEOM 
DEFOR 
KINEM
4Ms M 3V T2 D3
A trip vn viagio
In D3, three triangles are drawn on the same base and all with the same height. I believe it is 
not enough to see this as particular examples of a geometric property, because Tl is strongly 
suggestive o f Leonardo considering this as figure that travels from one shape to the other and 
to the other. We should translate 'vn viaggio' as "a transformation". I would like at this point 
to comment on efforts to relate Leonardo with the past, when it is so crucial to detect what is 
new in his thinking. Of course, he was careless in his calculations, but that is probably typical 
of people who have great innovative notions rather than being able to concentrate on the 
multiplication table!
Ms M 4R T l D l
The evil that does not harm me is like the 
good that does not benefit me.
tale el mal che non mj noce qual e il bene che 
nom mj giova. (Tl)
In illustrating this motto, Leonardo shows the flow patterns of two air jets as they come upon 
a cylindrical obstacle. Although very sketchy, the drawing shows the presence of vortices, or 
perhaps o f turbulent flows, which are usually present in submerged jets Of course, I am 
looking at this page from a different point o f view from those of others who have studied it, 
but no opportunity to assess Leonardo's grasp on fluid flow must be missed.
4D1
D2
D4 T3 T2 D3
D6 T4 D5
D9 D8 D7
T5 DIO
Dll
Ms M 3V 
T2 D3 
GEOM 
DEFO 
KINEM
D1
T1
T2
Ms M 4R T1 D1 
FIRE 
AIR 
JET
BO SUB 
FLAME 
DEVICE
5Ms M 4V T l Dl
Damaging others may not make oneself safer. chi altri offende se non sichura. (Tl)
Again the illustration of a motto includes some flow which in this case is that associated with 
combustion in a candle. We know that much more detailed drawings of such flows inflames 
can be found in other manuscripts. One, in which a remarkable understanding of convective 
flow is evidenced, is about aflame at the bottom of a cylinder closed at its base and open at the 
top. (See Macagno 1986b).
Ms M 5R D2, TI D3
Ingratitude ingratitudo (Tl)
In D2 ,D3, we have two more sketches of flames to he added to those of 4R-V.
5T1
D1
D2
Ms M 4V T1 D1
FIRE
FLAME
COMBUS
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D3
D4
Ms M 5R T1 D2,3 
FIRE 
FLOW 
FLAME
6Ms M 8R T l D5
Of local motion. de moto lochale (Tl)
D5 represents another example of geometric transformation. Here the process is never ending. 
We find a more advanced step in Ms A 14R where an explanation is given [See comments by 
Macagno, M. 1987]. By correlating Ms M ans Ms A, we can see 8R D5 as a motion in 
which a point moves by shorter and shorter displacements from the one side to the other of a 
45° angle. The note "of local motion", seems to support this interpretation. At the same time 
we see an infinite sequence o f smaller and smaller similar geometric figures. This also seems 
compatible with Leonardo's view. What would be to go too far is to interpret that Leonardo 
perceived that the sums of all the areas of this infinite number of squares, or triangles, or 
trapezoids, are all finite: I am afraid he did not have a mind akin to that of Archimedes!
6D3 D2 D1
D4
D5
T1
T2
Ms M 8R
T1 D5 
GEOM 
KINEM 
LIMIT
7Ms M 15R T1 D2,3
Two triangular cards laid one upon the other. le 2 carte triangulari sopra poste (Tl)
This is suggestive of the use of material figures which are moved and manipulated to verify 
geometrical properties, or to explore new theorems. We know the value of the mathematical 
laboratories, and do not look down at such procedures in either the processes of learning and 
teaching or of gaining insight. We can look at this passage as one more evidence of Leonardo's 
inclination to experiment with everything. I am inclined to believe that, although they did not 
mention it, the great geometers of all times used the math lab to generate ideas and notions that 
then they used in their logico-deductive elucubrations.
7D1
D3 T1 D2 
D5 D4
D6
D7
T2
D8
D9
Ms M 15R
T1 D2, 3 
GEOM 
BO MO 
EXPER
8Ms M 32V D4 to 10
The drawings from Dl to DIO can he seen as pictographic notes of Euclid's geometry, and 
that is what most probably they were originally . But we cannot look at these drawings in 
isolation, because we know other very similar drawings in which Leonardo shows a new 
conception o f geometry. [Macagno, M. 1987] Referring to D4 for instance, one can consider 
that one draws first a square and then a parallelogram, or that one draws the triangle on the left 
covering part o f the square, and then transports the triangle to the right with a translatory 
displacement equal to the side of the square. One can also think that the square is deformed 
into a parallelogram by a parallel shearing process [See Appendix to this monograph by M. 
Macagno] The problem for the researcher is to try to determine what were the successive points 
of view of Leonardo regarding this question and,if possible, how did he go through them, in a 
progressive way of thinking from the received wisdom to the newly created knowledge.
8D3 D2 D1
D5 D4
D6
D9 D8 D7
D1O
Ms M 32V
D4 to 10 
BO MO 
SHEAR 
GEOM 
CONSER
9Ms M 34R T l Dl to 4
Parallelograms.
If two things are equal to one other thing, 
they are equal to each other.
paralogramj
se 2 cose sono equalj a vna sono equali infra 
lloro. (Tl)
Ms M 34V T2 D1 to 4
All the squares of base . .. tutti i quadri di base. (T2)
Here again ( in 34R-V), one can choose to remain within the Euclidean frozen approach or to 
take into account Leonardo's preference for geometry in motion. The drawings 34R D2 to D4 
are very reminiscent of similar drawings in the Codex Madrid II (See, e.g., CM II72R and 74 
R). Even when we consider 34R Dl, it is interesting to know that Leonardo (at least in later 
work) approached figures like this at least in three different ways, all involving displacements 
of one kind or another, all within the new geometry in which motion plays a fundamental role 
[Macagno, M. 1987]. Of course one should not call this different approach non-Euclidean, 
because, as it is well known, such a designation applies to relatively recent and very radical 
developments in geometry. Not all that Euclid did not do is called non-Euclidean. Otherwise 
we should call non-Newtonian the mechanics of Euler, Lagrange or Laplace!
9DI
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TI
Ms M 34R
TI Dl-4
GEOM
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TI D2
D3
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T4 D5
D6
Ms M 34V
T2 Dl-4
GEOM
DEFO
SHEAR
CONSER
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MsM 41R T l
Because a plane layer of sand has grains of 
uneven shape and size, the water that flows 
over it pushes such grains with different 
dynamic forces. The bodies of varied 
weights and shapes perform different 
motions as they move through quiet air. 
Similarly behave air and water through the 
bodies at rest. Because of this (analogy) the 
water flowing above the sand disturbs the 
plane surface of the sand. The same effect 
has the water flowing over the sand that has 
the air flowing over the water. And if it is 
shown that the plane sand bed develops its 
waves because of the nonuniformity of its 
grains and that such nonuniformity cannot 
happen in the water surface because water is 
uniform, I will argue that the air is full of 
flow disuniformities and that it is because of 
this that the air in contact with water moves in 
an uneven way such water.
perche la rena piana a granj di disequali 
figure e grandeza laequa che vi chorre di 
sopra spingie tali grani con uarie potentie di 
moto e ssicome i corpi di uarij pesi e ffigure 
fan uari moti per laria quiete cosi fa laria e 
llacqua che ssi move infra llj corpi qujetej 
e per questo la rena guasta la sua planjtia per 
lo moto della acqua che di sopra le passa e 
ttale ofitio fa laequa mossa sopra la rena che 
ffa laria mossa sopra laequa e sse si prova 
chel fondo della rena piana fa le sue onde 
esso si diseguala per la inequalita de sua 
granjculj e che tal disequalita non po 
achadere nella superfitie dell acqa per chessa 
e corpo vnjforme io ti allegero laria essere 
piena di parte di disunjforme moto e pero 
disuniformemente move le parte mosse dal 
contatto dell aria. (Tl)
Leonardo considers here several flow and transport phenomena which he links by analogical 
thinking applied in the manner that centuries later Keynes and Polya would like to see, 
respectively, defined and used. The Leonardian text has a few inconsistencies, but I  found easy 
to break it up in a way that I believe reflects quite well his approach. He seems to me a little 
unfair in his discussion with his "adversary" when arguing that the water is uniform but the air 
motion is not, while the sand is non-uniform and the air apparently is uniform when blowing 
over the sand. But the fact that he is here showing that he is familiar with the "non- 
uniformities" o f air turbulence tends to compensate for this imperfection. This passage should 
be of great interest to those interested in generation of waves at different kinds of interfaces.
See drawing in Ms M 66R related to text above. For related discussions see, for instance, CA 
105a V and 118a R.
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11
MS M 41 V Tl,2
I ask whether the vessel travels with the 
velocity of the wave that carries it, or with 
that of the wind pushing it, or with a 
combination of the two motions.
dimando se Honda overo il navilio camjna 
quanto londa che Ilo porta o quanto il vento 
che Ilo sosspinge o sse participa dell uno o 
dell altro moto. (Tl).
If the sailor has the current in his favor and 
the wind against, both being of equal 
power, the ship stays put where it was.
e sell marinaio a Ila corrente in favore el 
uento contro so che essendo dequal potentia 
chel navilio resta nel suo primo sto. (T2).
Considering together Tl and T2, it seems that the wave in Tl is a current rather than a simple 
wave. Translators of Leonardo have overlooked the delicate point of what is motion of form 
and what is motion o f substance.
11
T1
T2
Ms M 41V
T1 , 2 
ARIA 
ACQUA 
INTERF 
FLOW 
CURRENT 
WAVE 
WIND 
BOAT 
KINEM
12
MS M 42R T l D l
It is impossible that bodies of the same 
weight, shape (?), and motion (displace­
ment?) will descend along the lines .b.c. 
and .b.d. with time proportional to the ratio 
.b.c. over .b.d. But a body will be slower 
the closer is the contact point to the center of 
gravity of the moving (body ).
Tanto disciendera la cosa piv tarda per la 
linia .b.c. che per la linia .b.d. quanto essa 
linia .c.b. e piv lunga che .b.d. essendo i 
chorpi dequal graveza e retondita he dequale 
moto la qual cosa e inpossibile ma ancora 
disciendera tanto piv tarda quanto la parte del 
contatto e piv vicina al dentro della gravita 
che ssi move. (Tl)
As a translator who takes very much into account the drawings, I have rendered this passage 
(which I find contradictory and inconsistent) considering the sketch D l as integral part of the 
passage. There are two statements here. In the first, Leonardo denies a property attributed to 
the motion of what I believe to be two spheres (or two cylinders), one of which falls along a 
vertical plane, but perhaps without sliding. In the second I believe he compares the motion of 
bodies falling along the three lines, or planes. He may have been trying to take into account 
the effect o f the moment of inertia for bodies which roll down along inclined planes, because 
the distance from the center of gravity to the point of contact is the radius of the spheres. (We 
know that the radius o f giration is related to the geometrical radius. See Synge 1949, for 
instance).
Although this passage is not about fluid mechanics, it is important to determine how much 
understanding o f dynamics Leonardo was able to develop, or to acquire by (perhaps) letting 
bodies fall or roll down inclined planes. Further study o f this and similar statements is 
necessary.
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Even when the motion is oblique it obeys at 
any degree (step ?) the increase of 
displacement and velocity according to an 
arithmetic progression.
anchora chel moto sia obbliquo esso oserua 
in ognj suo grado lo acresscimento del moto 
e della velocita in proportione aritmetricha. 
(Tl)
D l could be unrelated to T l. Subdivisions of geometric bodies are quite common in 
Leonardo's notebooks [Macagno,M. & E. 1987], and this could be one more. But perhaps, 
D l is related to DI in 44R, or DI in 59V. I f  D l is to be related to T l, I  would like to 
hypothetize that this is an attempt of Leonardo at illustrating graphically the law expressed in 
words in Tl.The triangle .b.c.e. would be in the inclined plane along which the body falls, 
and it would represent also either displacements or velocities as a function o f the 'grado'.
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Air without clouds and fog, begins dense 
below and acquires pyramidally (linearly?) 
degrees of lightness in correspondence with 
degrees of altitude, as shown by the line .n.a. 
The weight falling through such air acquires 
in turn , for each degree of displacement, a 
degree of velocity. I should have began by 
saying that (the weight) acquires, in each 
degree of time, a degree of displacement 
more than in the immediately preceding time 
(interval?).
Because of this, I assume that the degrees of 
the motion are 10 times more powerful than 
the degrees of the resisting air. Hence the 
magnitude of the said 10, after one subtracts 
the one (degree) of the air resistance, 
becomes 9. The second degree of 20 which 
enter denser air capable of subtracting 2 
becomes 18, as shown by the line .b.m.
The line .c.S. will be the motion of the 
weight (given by) .b.m. minus the air 
resistance (given by) .a.n.
laria essendo priuata di nvuolj e nnebbia 
comjncia grossa nela sua basseza e in ognj 
grado della sua alteza acqujsta 
piramjdalmente gradi di sottigliezza come si 
dimostra per la linia .n.a. el peso che per 
questa tale aria disciende ancora lui in ognj 
grado di moto acqujsta vn grado di velocita 
benché prima doveuo dire che in ognj grado 
di tenpo acquj stava vn grado di moto piv 
chel grado del tenpo prossimo passato
siche per questo io pongo che i gradi dell 
moto sieno 10 tanti piv potenti che i gradi 
dell aria che resiste onde diren chel grado di 
dettto 10 essendognjene tolto vno dall aria 
che in parte li resiste che tomj 9 el grado 2° 
di 20 che entra in aria piv grossa che li toga 
2 onde il 20 resta 18 come mosta la linja 
.b.m. (Tl)
la linja .c.S. fia il moto della gravita .b.m. 
toltone via la resistentia dell aria 
.a.n. (T2)
Leonardo is reflecting here ,and in other passages, classic and medieval notions that he learned 
and were hindering his understanding. The tragedy o f Leonardo was not so much that he was 
weak in mathematics (Macagno 1989b) but that he had to rely on physical theories which were 
not supported by experimentation (Marinoni 1987). The interesting study is not so much one 
that would establish where did Leonardo get information as the one aimed at determining 
how much was he able to extricate himself from erroneous conceptions. My view is that fluid 
mechanics offered Leonardo a way of escaping the heavy negative inheritance of the past.The 
study of flow that was avoided by many before him did not scared Leonardo away. He studied 
and depicted flows with passion and earnestness. It is under the light o f the future 
developments in the science of flow -so much attractive to Leonardo- that we must study him. 
This is a new approach worth trying instead o f so much analysis of the past and past 
influences. A study in depth of Leonardo as a fluid-mechanicist has never been undertaken and 
it can be much more revealing than the studies in which the past is throwing light on him, 
instead of the future. Much more has been done in one approach and almost nothing in the 
other, it is high time to redress the balance.
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Of motion.
if two equal weights will be situated in the 
same vertical, one below the other, and let 
fall at the same time, they will, after a long 
way down, cancel their separation distance 
and come in contact.
When the air is devoid of fog or clouds, you 
will find that over each degree of altitude it 
acquires degrees of lightness, and 
conversely, for each degree of low level, the 
air acquires degrees of heaviness. Because of 
this, if two equal bodies, one below the other 
on the same vertical, are joined by a string 
one 'braccio' in length and then let fall at the 
same time, they will, after a long way down, 
come into contact. This is so because the one 
below encounters all the time air more dense 
than the one above, and in addition the first 
must open the air and generate an air wave.
In part, the wave moves upward and thrusts 
and impacts with retrograde flows (?) the 
second body., while some air from above 
rushes to fill the vacuum that occurs behind 
such body.
De moto
se due pesi equalj saran perpendicularmente 
lun sotto laltro situatj e con equal tenpo 
lasciati cadere questi il lungo discienso 
consumeranno il loro intervallo e veranno a 
ttocharsi. (Tl)
quando laria sara sanza nebia o nvvoli tu 
troverai che in ognj grado della sua altezza 
essa acqujsta gradi di sottigliezza e cosi de 
conuerso in ognj grado della sua basseza 
acqujsta gradi di grosseza e per questo se 2 
corpi equalj e situati luno sotto laltro per 
ispatio dun br eoe apicati con vn filo e 
llasciati insieme cadere essj al lungo moto si 
tocheranno perche quello di sotto senpre si 
trova inn aria piv grossa che non fa quello 
che Ili sta di sopra e oltra di questo il primo 
a Ila fatica daprire laria e ffare la ondatione 
di quella la quale in parte si fugie di sopra e 
giosstra e percote con retrosi moti nel 
secondo corpo ma laltra superiore aria corre 
a rienpiere il uancuo che resta dirieto a ttale 
corpo. (T2)
In several places I have discussed what seems to be a very common tendency to exaggerate the 
compressibility o f air [see .e.g., Macagno 1989b]. This passage is based on purely 
hypothetical variations o f density. The question is really that o f the fall of a body through a 
stratified fluid with strong density gradients. The consideration of an interaction between the 
two bodies transmitted through the fluid flow is very interesting, although it may contain 
elements of erroneous Aristotelian and medieval dynamics. Here, as in many other places, it is 
of great importance to detect new thinking and not only consider Leonardo's adherence to 
erroneous theories.
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Of motion.
Demonstration of the proportion of time and 
displacement together with the velocity 
accomplished by weights according to the 
pyramidal (triangular ?) diagram. This is so 
because the above said 'potentie' are all 
pyramidal; as they begin in nothing and 
increase in degrees of arithmetic proportion.
If you cut the pyramid (triangle) at any point 
of its height with a line parallel to its base, 
you will find that the ratio of the distance 
from the cut to the base (vertex ?) to the total 
height of the pyramid is equal to the ratio 
between the width of such cut and that of the 
entire base. See that .a.b. is 1/4 of .a.e, 
thus the cut .f.b. is 1/4 of the base .n.e.
de moto
prova della proportione del tenpo e del moto 
insieme colla velocita fatta nel disciendere de 
corpi gravi colla figura piramjdale perche le 
predette potentie son tutte piramjdalj perche 
cominciano in njente e vanno cresciendo a 
gradi di proportione aritmetricha. (Tl)
se ttu tagli la piramjde in quanlunche grado 
della sua alteza chon linja equjdistante alla 
sua basa tu troverraj che quella proportione 
che ha lo spatio che e da tale taglio insino 
alla baso con tutta lalteza di tale piramjde. 
Tale proportione ara la largeza di tal taglio 
colla largeza di tutta la basa vedi .a.b 
essere 1/4 di .a.e. cosi .f.b. taglio he 
1/4 di .n.e. basa. (T2)
Leonardo made more than once the mistake, common among students of elementary geometry, 
of naming the distance from an intermediate segment to the base of a triangle instead of the 
distance to the vertex. [See comment to Ms C 3V T4 D3, Macagno 1988dJ. I have suggested 
the correction in my version ofT2. Leonardo knew how the proportion should be constructed, 
as we can see by reading T2. What was a more serious mistake was his physics. This is one 
more example o f the error in believing that Leonardo only needed to know more mathematics; 
what he really needed was to know, or to discover, more correct aspects of physics. In the 
measure that he struggled, and succeeded in doing that, is that he was really innovative.
It should be noted that I have interpreted 'equjdistante alla sua basa' as "parallel to its base'; 
this is not really difficult to figure out if the translator reads figures as well as texts and 
correlates them properly,while keeping in mind the adequate geometric terminology.. Leonardo 
used the word 'piramide ' both for the triangle and the pyramid. One learns soon to take this 
into account, and I feel safer as a translator if I do not use "triangle" except when it is perfectly 
clear that Leonardo really meant the two-dimensional figure .There is always the possibility 
that he may have wanted, in some instance , to use the pyramid to indicate a quadratic law, 
and it seems better to keep such an option open.
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Occurs in the air of uniform density.
In each degree of time, the falling weight 
acquires one degree of motion 
(displacement) more than in the preceding 
degree of time. And, similarly, one degree of 
velocity more than in the preceding degree of 
time.
Hence, in each doubling of the quantity of 
time the body doubles the length of fall and 
the velocity of its motion.
Here is a demonstration of how the ratio of 
one quantity of time to the other is the same 
as the ratio of one quantity of displacement to 
the other, and to the ratio of one quantity of 
velocity to the other.
acade nell aria dunjforme groseza 
la gravita che disciende in ognj grado di 
tenpo acqujsta vn grado di moto piv chel 
grado del tenpo passato e ssimilmente vn 
grado di velocita piv chel grado del moto 
passato. (Tl)
Onde in ognj radopiata quantità di tenpo 
esso radopia la lungeza del dissciensso e 
Ila velocita del moto. (T2)
Quj si dimostra come quella proportione 
che a luna quantità di tenpo coll altra tale ara 
luna quantità di moto coll laltra e lluna 
quantità di velocita coll altra. (T3)
It is so easy now to see what is wrong with this kinematics o f the falling body; we only need to 
use notions of elementary physics. We know that within short distances a falling body
possesses constant acceleration; i.e., S 'z ld?  = g; then v = dzldt = gt, and z = gt^/2 , 
where z is the downward displacement, v, the velocity, t, the time, and g, the constant 
acceleration. We see that because of the intrinsic relation between z and and v ( i.e. , v = 
dzldt )t hey cannot be both linear. In this case, it was not dynamics that was needed, but 
kinematics!! But Leonardo, who learned very important aspects o f kinematics, seems to have 
failed to grasp this point. This seems far more important than long discussions about details of 
his descriptions o f falling bodies, in terms prior or contemporary with Leonardo. One can try 
to figure out how could Leonardo have acquired the basic notion o f relation between 
displacement and velocity as functions of time; I am sure that this was well within his grasp., 
perhaps not in a rigorous manner, but at least in a heuristic approach to the problem, or in the 
equivalent to a finite-difference formulation.
The term 'grado' used by Leonardo is difficult to translate, and as I have done with 'potentia' 
could be left untranslated, but I  believe that "degree" is perhaps vague enough to match the 
vagueness o f 'grado'.
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Of motion.
The free falling body acquires a degree of 
displacement over each degree of time, and 
over each degree of displacement it acquires 
a degree of velocity.
Although the flow of time cannot be divided 
in degrees as the motion accomplished by 
bodies, the demands of the problem forces 
me to introduce degrees for time in the way it 
is done by musicians.
Let us say that in the first degree of time the 
body acquires a degree of displacement, and 
a degree of velocity; in the 2^ degree of time 
it will acquire 2 degrees of displacement and 
2 of velocity; and it continues indefinitely as 
it is said above.
de moto
la gravita che libera disciende in ognj grado 
di tenpo acqujsta vn grado di moto e in ognj 
grado di moto acqujsta vn grado di 
uelocjta.(Tl)
* benchell moto del tenpo non si posa 
diujdere a gradi come il moto fatto dai corpi 
nondimeno la neciessita del caso mj 
costrigne a ffame gradi nel modo che ssi fa 
apresso de mvsicj.(T2)
diciamo che nel primo grado di tenpo esso 
acqujstj vn grado di moto e vno grado di 
uelocita nel 22 grado di tenpo esso acquistere 
2 gradi di moto e 2 di uelocita e chosi come 
di sopra e detto segujta suciessiuamente. 
(T3)
Leonardo did not have a word for "flow" as we have now ,in several languages ( flujo, flusso, 
flux ). We distinguish now, in kinematics, between the motion o f an object and its 
displacement from one place to another. Having all this in mind, I  feel that I  must supply an 
interpretation taking also into account diagrams and figures, and the great familiarity of 
Leonardo with things flowing. Hence, I  have translated 'moto' in a variety of ways: 
"motion", "displacement", "flow”.
An important function o f the translator of scientific texts is to provide his sense of their 
scientific meaning . I  would have liked to translate 'grado di tenpo' as "time interval", and I 
would have really done it, had I found that Leonardo's graphs or diagrams suggested this 
meaning more strongly. Granted that for displacement one may assume that Az = f ( t ) ,  and 
for the velocity increment Av = g(t), what Leonardo is trying to express is that over equal 
intervals o f time there are constant increments for both distance traversed and for velocity. If 
this is understood, we may study critically what Leonardo said to detect how far he went in 
his descriptions of motion during free fall. Even if he did not add anything new to this 
question, or actually detracted from it, it is still important to know his "degree" of 
understanding. [See Clagett 1959 about the meaning of 'gradus' and 'gradus motus'.]
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The air wave generated by a body moving 
through the air will be of quite higher velocity 
than the body forming it.
What is proposed above occurs because the 
air is agile and of easy motion. Hence, a 
body moving through air produce in its first 
displacement a wave, which in turn cannot 
occur without causing another after itself, and 
still another. In this way, the body moving 
(down) through the air makes over each 
degree of time (time interval?) a multiplication 
of waves under itself, and such waves 
running away prepare the way for the motion 
of its motor (mover ?).
The generation of a sequence of air waves 
prepares the way to the motion of their 
motor.
Air which is forcefully enclosed (in a 
container?) becomes denser than the one 
which is free.
londa dell aria che ssi gienera mediante vn 
corpo che per essa aria ssi moue sara piv 
veloce assaj chel corpo che Ila move. (Tl)
Questo che di sopra si propone accade per 
cavsa che essendo il corpo dell aria molto 
agile e ffacile al movimento quando un corpo 
si moue per essa luj ujene a ffare la prima 
onda nel primo suo moto e nel medesimo 
tenpo quella onda non si po gienerare che 
none cavsi vn altra dopo se e quell altra vn 
altra e cosi movendosi tal corpo per laria 
esso in ognj grado di tenpo fa mvltiplicationj 
donde sotto di luj le quali per la lor fuga 
preparano la uja del moto al movimento del 
lor motore. (T2)
londa dell aria successiuamente creandosi 
prepara la uja del moto al suo motore. (T3)
For T4, I  took into account other passages in which Leonardo shows his understanding of the 
factors which alter the density o f air; Leonardo was aware of the pressure -volume function 
[Macagno 1982].
The considerations about generation of waves in air may reflect misconceptions prevalent 
during Leonardo's times, but we must be careful about dismissing them on that ground only. 
Important questions to consider are: Is the wave phenomena described, right or wrong? 
What Leonardo says here would be much more acceptable were he speaking of a boat which 
initiates a motion in water. Is an analogy in air o f those water-waves always a wrong idea ? 
Can an accelerating body generate waves in air, even if its maximum velocity is relatively 
small?
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The free-falling body acquires a degree of 
(submerged ?) weight over each degree of 
displacement.
This follows from the 2nd of the 1st, which 
says that the body with less resistance is 
heavier. In this case of the free-fall of heavy 
bodies, one can obviously see, on account of 
the already mentioned experience of the water 
wave, that the same wave is formed by the air 
under the falling body. This is so because it 
is pushed (on one side) and pulled from the 
opposite side; hence, it makes a retrograde 
wave which helps to push down.
Now, for these reasons, the air that runs 
away, before the body which displaces it, 
manifestly shows that it is not resisting it. 
Hence, it does not impede such motion. 
Therefore, the more the fall of the weight 
lasts and the more the faster traveling wave ( 
generated by the body ) goes down, the more 
distant becomes the last wave. Thus (the 
wave) prepares the air touched by the body 
for an easy runaway.
la gravita che llibera disciende in ognj grado 
di moto acqujsta vn grado di peso. (Tl)
questo nascie per la 2a del primo che dice 
che quello corpo sara piv grave che ara 
mjnor resistentia in questo caso del 
discienso libero de corpi gravi si vede 
manjfestamente per la sperientia già allegata 
dell onda dell acqua che la medesima onda fa 
laria sotto la cosa che disciende perche si 
trova sosspinta e dall oposita parte tirata eoe 
che ffa onda retrasa che aivta sospingere in 
giu. (T2)
ora per quesste talj ragioni laria che fugie 
dinanzi al peso che Ila cacca mostra 
manjfesstamente non li resistere e per 
conseguente non jnpedire tale moto onde 
quanto piv disciende londa che chamina piv 
presto che Ila gravita che la moue quanto piv 
dura il moto di tale gravita tanto piv lultima 
onda se li fa piv lontana e prepara laria che 
toche il peso a piv fácil fuga. (T3)
The above version is based on assuming that, in T l, 'acqujsta un grado di peso' means 
something different from what we would mean, by a literal translation of such words. I 
believe that Leonardo meant what we call "submerged weight". I f  paradoxically, the faster a 
motion is, the less resistance it would encounter, one may interpret this effect as one of 
increase o f (submerged) weight. We must take into account that Leonardo may have been using 
here the wrong physics in an effort to extricate himself from such physics. This, I grant, 
sounds paradoxical, but if somebody faces the evidence of experiments and observations 
which seem to clash with the available theories the paths of his thoughts may be difficult to 
follow. Further study of 46 R is needed. I think that we must determine what '<onda retrosa' 
really means.
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Among the things which fall down, there are 
those which are continuous quantities like 
boards, beams and similar bodies and (also) 
liquids, although the latter become 
discontinuous when they fall for a long time. 
Other things are discontinuous, for example, 
stones and other bodies separated one from 
the other. Other things are neutral, as in the 
case of the hopper pouring millet, sand and 
similar quantities of minute bodies With 
these you can experiment over considerable 
height and judge the difference between the 
compactness at the efflux of the hopper until 
the (lower?) density near the place of impact.
If the air were of uniform density in every 
part of its altitude, the bodies falling down 
would acquire equal degrees of velocity in 
each degree of displacement.
delle cose che chadano egli ce ne delle 
quantità continve chome sono asste travi e 
ssimjlj e gli corpi liquidi ben che ssi fanno 
discontivi quando i loro discienso sara lungo 
altri sono discontinvi chome sarebbe pietre e 
altri corpi seperati luno dall altro altri so 
neltri chome sarebbe la tramogia che versa 
mjglio rena e ssimili quantità di corpi mjnutj 
de quali tu farai proua in grande alteza e 
uedi che diferentia fia dalla vnjta della loro 
usscita della tramogia alla densità quando 
givgnje presso al locho de la loro 
perchussione.(T2)
se liaría fussi dunjforme grosseza in ognj 
parte della sua alteza e corpi che disciendano 
in ognj grado di moto acquisterebbono 
equal gradi di uelocita. (T3)
In T2, Leonardo introduces a classification of the variety of falling bodies that he considers in 
this notebooks ( and also in other documents). It corresponds, approximately to our 
classification in solid, liquid, and granular materials, although for us the approach to the study 
of a material as continuous or as discontinuous depends on the scale under which we examine 
the motion.
T3 is a statement that is found in several places under somewhat different forms. (See, e.g. 
Ms M 43R, 45R). What T3 means in modern terms is that v = kt; or Az = kAt, 
which in words says that over equal time intervals we have equal displacements.
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And if the same weight of a liquid body 
becomes slender, it will find less air 
resistance; hence it gathers velocity. And if 
because of being slender has acquired 
velocity, it would, for this second reason, 
become still longer and consequently more 
slender; in this way it would gradually go, to 
infinity. Hence, either nature or necessity has 
in fact made that such descent becomes 
pyramidal and reaches an intersection after 
which the sides exchange places from right to 
left (and vice-versa). Then it begins a 
subdivision, and more so as it goes lower. In 
this way with many ramifications its 
disorderly motion becomes lighter and 
retarded.
hence the quantity that was united and 
powerful above reaches the ground 
dispersed in minute drops.
e ssei medessimo peso desso corpo liqujdo 
si fa piv sottile esso a manco resistentia dall 
aria onde acqujsta velocita e sse per essere 
piv sottjle esso a acqujstato velocita esso 
medesimo peso verebbe ancora per questa 2a 
ragione a ffarsi piv lungo e per conseguente 
ancora piv sotile onde piv presto 
discienderebbe si che sciciesiuamente 
nanderebbe in infinjto Onde la natura over la 
neciessita a ffato che comvnche tale 
discienso si uiene a piramjdare esso fa 
intersegatione scanbiando i sua stremj da 
destra a ssinistra e comjnciasi a diujdere e 
quando piv disciende essa piu si diujde e 
cosi co molte ramjficationi si ujene allegierire 
e ritardare il suo disordinato moto. (Tl)
onde in mjnvte cocole viene a dissciendere in 
terra quella quantità che di sopra era vnjta e 
potente. (46V Tl)
In several places in his notes, Leonardo deals with descending water jets and nappes.This is a 
description of an effect which I have seen in old fountains in Italy, and he may have observed 
such behavior in one of those fountains (See CA 398R and 797R). This question is related to 
the study of impinging jets [Macagno 1982] and also to the confusion Leonardo had for some 
time between intersecting diagonal waves and (supposedly ) intersecting currents. It is very 
difficult for a translator to understand Leonardo on waves and currents unless he has a good 
knowledge of kinematics. I have found many errors due to this factor, and the reader can 
surely confirm this findings in old as well as in very recent translations.
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Now, we have found that the moving 
discontinuous quantity acquires a degree of 
velocity over each degree of displacement. 
Thus, over each harmonic time (interval) 
they acquire displacements of equal length; 
such gain is in arithmetic proportion.
Now, how would we describe the 
continuous quantity of liquid bodies as they 
fall down? Because over each harmonic time 
the same weight pours down, and over each 
degree of displacement such weight becomes 
longer and thinner, and with enough travel it 
must (?) end in a point like a pyramid. 
Hence, such a body would not fall to the 
ground, on the contrary, any great amount of 
such material would hang in the air, even if it 
were a great river with steady flow down. 
Experience, however, shows the contrary, 
because in due time, anything that departs 
from above it hits the ground.
Ora noi abiano trovato che Ila quantità 
discontinva nel suo moto acquista in ognj 
grado di moto vn grado di velocita e cosi in 
ognj tenpo armonjco acqujstan lungeza di 
spati infra lloro el quale acqujsto e di 
proportione arittmetrica. (Tl)
Ora come acconciereno noj la quantità 
continva di corpi liqujdi ne loro disscienso 
perche in ogni tenpo armonjco essa versa il 
medesimo peso en ognj grado di moto tale 
peso si fa piv lungo e piv sottile onde al 
lungo andare si dimostra finjre in punto 
come la piramjde onde tale corpo liqujdo non 
caderebbe in terra anzi rimarebbe in aria ognj 
gran somma di tale corpo se ben fu ssi vn 
grandissimo fiume che versassi di continvo e 
Ila sperientia mostra in contrario perche 
quanto ne parte di sopra in pari tempo ne 
percotte di sotto. (T2)
Leonardo felt the need to have a small practical unit o f time (Tl) and he adopted the 'tenpo 
armonjco' [ See the very interesting study by Marinoni 1955]. In this regard, it is amazing the 
use we can make of the combination of our sensorial system and the brain as shown by rather 
accurate drawings and graphics produced by the sole hand, eye, and brain, both in art and in 
science [Macagno 1982 ,on flow-net drawing,] and with the simplest of instrumental aids 
[Neugebauer 1962, on naked-eye astronomy.]
T2 is a theoretical discussion o f what would happen to a liquid ( implicitly assumed to be 
incompressible and inseparable in particles) if it were to accelerate indefinitely as it flows 
down. A practical discussion would be, for the same problem, the one we find in Ms M 47R. 
Once more, it appears that the consequential work is not so much that of tracing the sources, as 
it is that o f seeing clearly what new things Leonardo did or conceived as he acquired 
knowledge.
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Ms M 48R T l,2  D l
Definition
If two bodies of equal weight and shape 
fall down from a (certain) height and one 
after the other,they will drift apart more 
and more, by one degree over each time 
interval.
See that when .q. performs the motion 
.p.q. , .t. had not moved from its place 
yet. When the weight .t. travel over the 
space up to .a. , i.e., one degree of 
displacement, .q. had acquired 2 up to .n. 
And when, during the same time, .a. goes 
down to .b. , thus acquiring 2 degrees of 
displacement, .r. has descended to .S. 
and has, in that time, acquired already 3 
degrees
defínjtjone
se due corpi dequal peso e ffigura caderan 
lun dopo laltro duna alteza in ognj grado di 
tenpo si faran lun dall altro vn grado piv 
disstantj. (Tl)
vedi che quando .q. a ffatto il moto .p.q...t. 
non sera anchora moso del suo sito e 
quando il peso .t. avea acquistato lo spatio 
insino in .a. eoe vn grado di moto .q. 
nauea acqujstati 2 insino in .n. e quando 
.a. fu nel medesimo tenpo discieso in .b. 
e acqujsto e sua 2 gradi di moto .r. era già 
discieso in .S. e avea in tal tenpo acqujstati 
già 3 gradi. (T2)
In Ms M 43V there is also a discussion of two bodies falling down, but here there is no string 
connecting the bodies. I think that, within his assumptions, Leonardo is correctly describing 
the relative motion of the two bodies. He uses a grapho-numerical representation which I 
consider interesting, if it is really original.
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Ms M 48V T l D l
The distance .m.n. is twice the .n.a. 
distance. The distance m.n. be the 2/3 of 
the distance .m.S., and in this way, .m.S. 
will be 3/4 of .S.c. And .S.c. be 4/5 of 
.c.f., and so on and so forth. Thus, it 
happens that with the increase in number of 
distances the difference between the 
following and the preceding one there is a 
corresponding decrease of the difference. 
And the amount of decrease of the difference 
is shown by the increase in the denominator 
of the ratio.
lo spatio .m.n. he doppio allo spatio .n.a. 
E Ilo spatio .m.n. fía e 2/3 dello spatio 
.m.S. e cosi .m.S. sara e 3/4 di .S.c. he 
.S.c. fia e 4/5 di .c.f. e cosi seguita 
succiessiuamente e achade che quanto piv 
cresscano il nvmero delle spati tanto tanto 
dimjnvisscie la diferenti a dal suciedente al 
suo antecedente e quanto dimjnvisscie la 
diferentia tanto cresscie la denomjnatione 
delle loro proportionj. (Tl)
I do not find this passage clear, and less clear are for me the reasons for taking a function with 
constant increments and discussing how the ratio of one value to the next tends to unity, which 
is what Leonardo shows in a complicated, not to say clumsy, way This passage seems to be 
part of the long notes on falling bodies. /  believe that, paradoxically, Leonardo had better 
insight into the flow of water under gravitational force than into the fall of a simple body. His 
studies of jets are good example of this paradox. But had he made good progress in the 
analysis o f the motion of a single body he could have had a still better understanding of water 
flow. (See. e.g., CA 398R), and vice-versa.
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Ms M 49R Tl-4 D l
The weight in free fall acquires one degree of 
velocity over each degree of displacement.
The displacement achieved in each time 
interval will always be such that the 
following one is longer than the preceding 
one.
The truth of the above proposition is clearly 
demonstrated by noting that in the same time 
that the weight .a. falls to . c, .b. which is 
15 times faster than .a. covers 15 times more 
space in its fall.
In addition, note that the distance .c.n. is 
twice its preceding distance .a.c., and n.f. . 
.........Look here beside.
la gravita che libera discende in ognj grado 
di moto acqujsta vn grado di uelocita. (TI)
e la parte del moto che ssi fa in ciascun 
grado di tenpo senpre fia piv lunga 
succiessiuamente la prociedente che Ila sua 
antecedente. (T2)
Chiaramente si dimostra essere vero co che 
di sopra si propone con ciò ssia che nel 
tenpo medesimo che il peso .a. disciende in 
.c..b. che ssi trova 15 volte piv veloce che 
.a. ha acqujstato nel medesimo tenpo 15 
volte piv spatio di discienso. (T3)
vedi ancora come lo spatio .c.n. he doppio 
al suo antecedente .a.c. e .n.f. Guarda a 
riscontro. (T4)
In his descriptions of an accelerated motion, which could not be correct because of an intrinsic 
inconsistency between velocity and displacement, Leonardo used several grapho-numerical 
schemes which are reminiscent of those of the schools of Oxford and Paris, much before his 
time.(See Ms M 61R, 59R, 52R, 51R, 49R, 48R-V, 44R-V, 43R). He does not seem to have 
reached the point of learning, or discovering, that one could introduce increments that in 
themselves contained a linear law, thus introducing a second degree function. All this repetition 
of a misconception is really unappealing. I have dutifully worked on all these passages for the 
sake o f completeness, and with the hope of finding here and there some interesting nuance 
(See, e.g. Ms M 47R). Several authors have discussed Leonardian studies of falling bodies 
[see. e.g. Hart 1963].
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Ms M 51R DI, 52R Tl Dl
If two bodies of equal shape and weight 
begin their fall down motion one before 
the other, the ratio of their impacts will be 
equal to that of the lengths of their 
displacements.
sei discienso sara fatto da 2 corpi dequal 
figura e peso de quali luno abbi comjnciato 
il moto prima dell altro tal fia la proportione 
delle lor percussione qual fia quella della 
lungezza de lor motj. (Tl)
The two drawings (5IR D l, 52R Tl D l) do not help much in interpreting Tl (and Ms M 
52V). The proportion between displacements and impacts is not easy to assess, because we do 
not know flow Leonardo conceived the intensity o f impact to be, at this point in his notes. I f  he 
was thinking o f what we call now kinetic energy, he was right; some of his discussions about 
water falling down in order to raise water seem to point in this direction [Macagno 1988c, p. 
33].
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Ms M 52V T l, T2, D l
If two bodies of equal weight and shape 
fall from the same height one after the 
other, the proportion of the displacements 
and 'potentie' of one to the other will be 
like that of their interval relative to that of 
the total motion of the lower one.
The ball .c. will impact with twice as 
much impact as the ball b because the 
displacement .c.b. enters twice in .c.a. . 
And thus, because .d.c. is 1/3 of .d.a. 
the ball .d. will give 1/3 more impact than 
the ball .c. And, .e.d. which is 1/4 of 
.e.a. will give 1/4 more impact than .d. 
And making a rule of successive 
applications to infinity, one can say that 
because .q.r. enters 15 times in .q.a. 
the ball .q..will give an impact 1/15 more 
in 'potentia' than the ball .p.
se due corpi dequal peso e ffigura chaderan 
luno dopo laltro duna medesima altezza tale 
fia la proportione del moto e potentia dall 
una all altra quale he cquella de il loro 
intervallo chon tutto il moto della piv bassa. 
(Tl)
perche lo spatio .c.b. entra 2 volte in .c.a. 
la ballotta .c. dara il dopio magiore 
perchussione che Ila ballotta .b. e chosi 
.d.c. .e. 1/3 di .d.a. la ballotta .d. dara 
1/3 magiore perchussione che Ila ballotta .c. 
he .e.d. he 1/4 di .e.a. e dara 1/4 
magiore botta che .d. e cosi 
suciessiuamente per regola confermeranno in 
infinjto si che entrando .q.r. 15 volte in 
.q.a. la ballotta .q. dara vna perchussione 
che supererà 1/15 di potentia la 
perchussione fatta della ballotta .r. (T2)
The idea of using the effects o f the impact could have been useful as a means of determining 
the properties of the motion of falling bodies. This is a possibility to be explored in other 
notebooks where the subject is approached in less speculative ways. Of interest are also other 
ideas for the experimental study of falling bodies, as those in Codex Atlanticus 407V. I believe 
that Leonardo failed to solve the problem of falling bodies, but he had very interesting 
innovative views on it. They are much more important than the dependence of Leonardo on 
certain sources.
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Ms M 53R Tl,2 Dl? T3, T4 D1
The same proportion is valid for base to 
base, side to side, and height to height.
Use the rule of 3 and say: if the height of the 
pyramid that I know to be .S.c. gives me one 
'braccio' of base; or, if one 'braccio' of base 
comes from 10 'bracci' of pyramid (height), 
from what will come 65 'braccia' of another 
base?
Here there comes up an exception; i.e., that 
the first ball which went up 100 'braccia' 
with one ounce of powder, it did so through 
denser air than the ball which raised to 3000 
'braccia'. Hence, because the second ball 9 
that of 3000 'braccia' ) traveled each 100 
'braccia' through lighter air than the first, it 
acquired more velocity all the time.
I want to know how much more reach in 
height may have a culverin or small gun than 
another. To do this I will install my weapon 
along the line .b.c. in a firm way so that it 
does not move away from its inclination. 
This done, I will give it so little powder as to 
yield only 2 'braccia' out of the muzzle, i.e. 
.S.b. and I will observe .n. where the ball 
falls Then, I will double the powder and 
observe .m. where the ball falls. If I find that 
the base .m.c. is twice the base .n.c. I will 
know that the height of the pyramid .h.c. is 
twice (the distance) .S.c.
quella proportione ara basa con basa quale a 
lato con lato e altezza con alteza. (Tl)
farai colla regola del 3 e dirai se Ila alteza 
della piramjde chio so cierta .S.c. mi da un 
br.. di basa overo se vn br di basa viene da 
10 br di piramjde da che verrà 65 br. dal tra 
basa.(T2)
nasscie quj vna accetione eoe che sse la 
palotta prima ando 100 br. in su con vna 
onca di poluere essa ando per aria di 
magiore groseza che non ando quella che ssi 
leuo 3000 br. onde perche quella di dette 
3000 br. vso ognj 100 br.. in aria piv 
sottile che non fe la pima essa acqujsto 
senpre piv velocita.(T3)
Io voglio sapere quanto gitta vno 
passavolante o scopietto in alto piv luno che 
llaltro e per fare co io pianterò il mjo 
strumento per la linja .b.c. in modo stabile 
che non si moverà della sua obbljqujta e 
ffatto questo io li darò si poca poluere che 
gittera la ballotta 2 br. fori dello scopietto 
come .S.b. e noterò doue cadde la ballocta 
in .n. poi li radopiero la poluere e vedrò 
dove la cadde in .m. e sse io trovero che la 
bassa . m e . ,  sia dopia alla basa .n.c. io 
sapro che llalteza della piramjde .h.c. fia 
doppia ha .S.c. (T4)
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Ms M 54R Tl-3 Dl-6
Which one of these bombards recoils more, 
and how much.
If the bombard recoils 1/4 of a 'braccio', how 
much will it lose of its true and characteristic 
range.
If a crossbow is released when it is held 
fixed, or pushed forward, or pulled 
backwards, how much will its natural range 
lose or gain ?
quale di queste bonbarde piv trae e 
quanto.(Tl)
sella bonbarda fuggie indirieto 1/4 di br. 
quanto perderà ella dinanzi della sua vera e 
conuenjente portata. (T2)
sel diserare della balestra sara facto stante la 
balestra ferma o sospinta inanzi o tirata 
indirieto che perderà o acqujstera di sua 
portata naturale. (T3)
Ballistics and fluid mechanics are closer than usually believed. I f one understands interior (and 
exterior ) ballistics one knows many things which can be transferred via analogy to fluid 
mechanics.
Ms M 54V T2,3
The most liquid part of the bronze is the 
one which reaches highest condensation 
(density?), in its casting mold.
And that part is most liquid which is 
hottest, and that is hottest which is the first 
to flow out of the furnace. Hence, when 
casting one must make first that part of the 
culverin which will receive the powder 
rather than that which will receive the 
muzzle.
quella parte del bronzo piv si condensa nella 
sua forma che e piv liqujda. (T2)
e cquella e piv liqujda che piv chalda e qela 
e piv chalda che prima esscie del fornello 
onde senpre si debbe fare nel getto prima 
quella parte del passavolante che a a ricever 
la poluere che quella che debbe ricevere la 
bocha. (T3).
Leonardo considered all kinds of fluids; one important category was that of molten metals. His 
work on fluids other than 'acqua, aria, foco' is an important area of research which remains 
open. It comprises, at least, blood, sap, muds, wet earth and clay, fluid sands , and molten 
metals.
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Ms M 55R T l
If a man when performing a jump on a firm 
place jumps 3 'braccia', when the man in 
starting the jump slides backwards 1/3 of 
'braccio', how much would he miss of his 
first jump? And thus, if an increment of 1/3 
of 'braccio' is added, how much would he 
increase such jump?
se vno omo nel pigliare il suo salto sopra 
locho stabile salta 3 br. quando luj nello 
spichare del salto sfugissi in dirieto 1/3 di 
br. che mancherebbe esso poj del pr° suo 
salto E chosi se llui fussi aumentato 1/3 di 
br. quanto acresscierebbe egli del detto 
salto. (Tl)
In an obvious analogy to other problems involving recoil, we find here the performance of a 
jumping man. The statement Tl is unfortunately less clear than analogous statements for 
bombards and guns. I believe that we can introduce corrections to bring this statement in line 
with the others. Further study than the one I can make at this instance is certainly necessary.
One step that is necessary is the correlation with similar statements in other manuscripts (See, 
e.g., Macagno 1988a, p.15). For this purpose the multi-channel tabulations will surely be of 
great help [Macagno 1987c ].
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Ms M 57R T l
The experiment for the preceding statement 
about motion must be done as follows: take 
two balls of equal weight and shape and let 
them fall from a great height. They should 
be in contact when they begin the motion; 
the experimenter should be at the ground 
watching to see if, as they fall,the contact 
is maintained or not. Repeat the experiment 
several times to avoid accidents that make 
the experiment fail or be false. The 
experiment could be biased and deceive the 
researcher.
la sperienza della predetta conclusione del 
moto si debbe fare in questa forma eoe 
tolgasi 2 ballotte dequal peso e ffigura e ssi 
faccino lassciare chadere di grande altezza in 
modo che nel lor principio di moto si tochino 
luna laltra e lo sperimentatore stia a tterra a 
vedere sei loro chadere la ancora mantenvte 
in contatto o nno e questa sperientia si faccia 
piv volte accio che qualche accidente non 
jnpedissi o ffalsassi tale proua che Ila 
sperientia fussi falza e chella ingannassi il 
suo speculatore. (Tl)
In Ms M 57V , Leonardo describes the fall of pairs of bodies. I think that the experiment which 
he planned and described in Ms M 57R is about two balls one under the other and initially in 
contact. Because o f the flow of air around the two bodies, the experiment should have offered 
difficulties, which I believe are reflected in the cautionary mood in which Leonardo speaks at 
the end o fT l. Another hypothesis is that the two bodies were to be put side by side, which is 
also a very interesting experiment. Any interested reader can repeat these experiments very 
easily, and learn much more than by just thinking about them. At least he, or she, can learn 
in this way that experiments can be very puzzling, and raise more questions than they answer.
In Ms M, Leonardo refers to pairs of bodies and to groups of bodies falling through the air, in 
several places. ( See 43V, 46V, 48R, 51R, 52R). He was undoubtedly interested in this 
phenomenon, and perhaps puzzled by its complexity. I believe that an analysis of his notes on 
falling bodies requires a great deal of knowledge o f fluid mechanics, and not only of ideal 
theory of falling bodies, because air flow, relative to the falling body is often considered.
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Ms M 57V T l-3 D l
If we let many bodies of equal weight and 
shape fall down one after the other, with 
equal-time delays, the excesses of their 
intervals would be equal to each other.
Demonstration.
according to the fifth of the first, that says 
how the falling body acquires equal degrees 
of velocity for each degree of displacement.
Hence, because of this, the motion of the last 
(body) below will be much faster than the 
motion of the one up above. (Take into 
account also) the eighth of the first which 
says that the ratio of the interval of the upper 
pair to the interval of the lower pair is equal 
to the ratio of the velocity of the lower pair to 
the upper one, and that the converse holds 
for the ratio velocity over displacement and 
displacement over velocity.
se moltj corpi dequal peso e ffigura saranno 
lun dopo laltro chon equal tenpo lassciati 
chadere li ecciessi de loro intervallj sarano 
infra lloro equali.(Tl)
dimostratione
per la 5a del p° che dice chome la chosa che 
dissciende in ognj grando di moto acqujsta 
gradi equali di velocita. (T2)
onde per questo molto piv velocie fia il 
moto dell untima da basso che Ila prima da 
cchapo e per 8a del p° che dice che tal 
proportione ara il superiore paio nel suo 
interualla co chollo interuallo del paio 
inferiore quale e Ila uelocita del paio 
inferiore col superiore e chosi de conuerso 
ara la uelocita colli spati come lispati co la 
uelocita (T3)
In order to interpret T3,1 have assumed the conditions stated by Leonardo for displacements 
and velocities; this provides a description of the kinematics of the bodies falling one after the 
other, which I have developed, aware that this scheme is intrinsically wrong. One should still 
find it consistent with what Leonardo says in T3.1 have tried to use 57V D l, and also 44R 
D l, to reach an understanding, but I could not arrive at a satisfactory result. I think that 
Leonardo takes the proportions in the wrong way, and that he is inaccurate when he speaks of 
the velocity of a pair of bodies, which by definition move at different speeds. The main reason 
to mention all this is that the reader should be warned by a translator when his efforts have not 
been very satisfactory. The reason for the difficulties seems to be that the passage was not 
carefully written. Of course, other translators which do not have much knowledge of 
mechanics may have felt comfortable with this text.
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Ms M 58R T l,2  D l
Of the air resistance.
That air will be denser that is pressurized 
by more weight.
Although .b. is equal (in cross-section ? ) 
to .a., it still makes twice as denser the 
air yielding below i t . And, the denser( the 
air) becomes below, the lighter it becomes 
proportionally above.
Della resistentia dell aria
Quell aria si fara piv densa che da magior peso 
sara premvta. (Tl)
benché .b. sia grosso quanto .a. nondimeno 
per essere il doppio piv grave esso fa il doppio 
piv densa laria che Ili fugie di sotto e cqanto si fa 
piv densa di sotto tanto si fa piv rara di sopra 
proportionevolmente. (T2)
Dl seems to represent two bodies under which the air experiences compression due to the 
weight above. The situation does not seem to be one of statics, as it could be if these were two 
pistons compressing air in a cylinder, because Leonardo states that the air under each body 
moves away. /  think, the bodies are falling through ambient air, and what Leonardo means is 
that this produces compression below and rarification above the bodies.
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Ms M 59R T l, T2 DI, T3
That weight will turn out to be lighter that 
is transmitted through a larger area.
That weight will give less percussion 
which impacts as it comes down with a 
part that is farther from the central line of 
its gravity.
or with a part that finds yield in the object, 
as when one jumps on a spring, or with a 
part that yields like a spring as it impacts 
the object, or in the case of someone who 
jumps on the tips of his toes.
quel peso si dimosterra piv lieve che ssi fara 
di magiore figura. (Tl)
Quel peso dira mjnor perchussione che 
perchotera nel suo discienso chon parte piv 
distante alla linia centrale della sua gravita. 
(T2)
over con parte che achonsenta nello obietto 
come saltare sur una molla over con parte 
che aconsenta nella cosa che percote lobietto 
co molla o vn che salta in punta di 
piedi. (T3)
The effect of any impact is affected by several parameters: area of contact, eccentricity, 
hardness or softness o f the bodies, ability to yield or not, etc. (See also notes on impact in 
Ms C,for instance).
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Ms M 59V Tl,2 T3 D l
The ratio of the first to the second is equal 
to the ratio of the next-to the-last to the 
last.
Definition of the motion of the discrete 
quantity.
Why the natural motion of weights 
acquires a degree of velocity over each 
degree of downward displacement
And because of this, such a motion finds 
representation in the increase of 'potentia' 
in the pyramidal figure (the triangle) which 
increases one degree of width over each 
degree of length. Such way of increasing 
occurs in arithmetic proportion because it 
possesses constant increments.
definjtitone del moto della quantità discreta 
perche il moto naturale delle cose gravi in 
ognj grado di discienso acqujsta vn grado di 
velocita. (T2)
e per questo tal moto si figura nell 
acqujstare di potentia di figura piramjdale 
perche la piramjde acqujsta simjlmente in 
ognj grado della sua lungeza acqujsta vn 
grado di largeza e cosi tale proportione d 
acquj ssto si trova in proportione 
aritimetrica perche li eccessi senpre sono 
equalj. (T3)
Tl is a statement for particular positions of the falling body as explained in T3, assuming that 
the above description applies to a single body. The triangle is the figure to which Leonardo 
alludes, rather than to a pyramid. D l seems clear enough to illustrate a linear variation of the 
variable involved in the above discussion.
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Ms M 60R Tl-3 Dl-4
These two bodies have diameters one twice 
the other; I want to know how faster will fall 
one than the other.
Although .p. is eight times .q.., it is not 
faster in its fall than about twice .q.. Of this 
fall we will say the following.
Let us assume that .q.. is 3 pounds, and the 
air offers a resistance of 1 pound; hence the 
weight of 3 is reduced to 2. Hence the weight 
.q. is reduced to 2. Because ( p ) is 4 cubes 
below, each of 3 pounds, only 8 lb are left 
there, while those above make 12 pounds; the 
total is 20 pounds. This results in 2 ten times; 
hence it is ten times faster (in its fall).
queste 2 figure sono duple di diamjtro luna 
all altra e uoglio sapere quanto dissciendera 
piv presto luna che Hai tra. (TI)
benché .p. sia 8^° ha .q. nondimeno esso 
non e piv veloce nel discienso che circha al 
doppio che .q. el quale discienso quj si 
dira.(T2)
diciamo adunque che .q. sia 3 libre e che 
llaria resista per ja libre onde il peso di 3 
resta 2 onde il peso .p. viene a rimanere 2 
libre perche e 4 dadi di sotto che son 3 libre 
per uno restano 8 libre e quelli di sopra son 
12 libre che ffa 20 che ricieve in se il 2 10 
volte onde 10 volte fia piv veloce. (T3)
In D2, by subdividing the large cube, Leonardo shows that its volume, and also its weight, is 
eight times larger than the small one. The conclusion reached in T3 contradicts the statement in 
T2. He seems to assume that the resistance is proportional to the area of the base of the cubes; 
or perhaps to the maximum cross-sectional area perpendicular to the motion, (which could be 
valid for the spheres)
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Ms M 61R Tl-3 DI. 60V T2
Two balls of equal weight and size, which 
are placed one above the other at a distance of 
one 'braccio', and let fall at the same time. 
After any value of the displacement of these 
bodies, the distance will remain the same as 
shown in the figure, (see) .a.b.
If after the ball falls one 'braccio', you let 
fall another equal ball, you will find that in 
each degree of displacement the ratio of 
velocity and 'potentia' between them will 
change.
se 2 ballotte dequale peso e grandeza le quali 
per distantja dun br luna sopra laltra sia 
situata e che in un medesimo tenp piglino i 
loro discienso senpre in ognj quantità di 
moto rimanra il loro interuallo di medesima 
grandezza e stara come la figura .a.b. (Tl)
se dopo il discienso dun braccj fatto da vna 
ballotta ne lascierai chadere vn altra simjle 
Tu troverai che in ognj grado di moto si 
mvtera proportione di velocita e potentia 
infra lloro. (T2)
It can be shown clearly that the ball that has 
fallen from .a. to .c. has traversed twice 
the distance of that that only fell from .a. to 
.b...and because of this, .a. will be twice 
faster and 'potente' than .b. and it will fall 
two units relative to .b.
And when .a. has fallen to .d. , .b. will be 
in .c. and the 'potentia" of .d. will not 
anymore be double but only sesquialteral 
relative to that of .c.
And thus when .a. will be in .e. , .b. will 
be in .d. and the 'potentia' of .d. will be 
3/4 that of .e. , and then 4/5, and then 5/6 
and then 6/7, and in this way all the way to 
infinity.
chiaro si dimosstra chome sendo caduta la 
ballocta da .a. insino hjn .c. cheli a fatto 
due tanti piv strada che non ha fatto quella 
che caduta solamente da .a. in .b. e pero 
sara due tantj veloce e e potente che .b. e 
due tanti si fichera che .b. e sse 
disciendendo. (T3)
ouero quando .a. sara discieso in .d. 
allora .b. si troverra in .c. e Ila potentia di 
.d. non sara piv dopia a cquela di .c. anzi 
sara sesqujaltera e cosi quando .a. sara in 
.e ., .b. sara in .d. e la potentia di .d. sara e 
3/4 di quella di .e. e poi 4/5 e 5/6 e poi 
6/7 eco si andrà in infinjto. (60V T2)
I am afraid this passage will yield very little for the synthesis I am pursuing. We should not, 
as others, do a detailed analysis o f each o f Leonardo's calculations, but try to find those 
nuggets o f new knowledge which may be hidden in some o f these sometimes repetitive 
considerations.
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Ms M 61V Tl,2
Of motion
I want to know what weight of lead will 
propel a lead ball of one pound farthest than 
any other weight which is also of lead and 
acting as a motor, accomplishing always the 
same displacement
And I want to know also the yield, for the 
aforesaid lead ball, of a piece of wood of the 
same weight and displacement as the lead 
weight.
de moto
Io vo sapere che peso debe essere quello di 
pionbo che chaciera vna balla d una libra di 
pionbo piv distante da se che nessun altro 
peso essendo pure di pionbo e che dettj 
motorj abbino senpre vn medesimo moto.
<TD
e vo sapere vn peso pari a cquello di pionbo 
essendo di legnjo quanto caccierà nel 
medesimo moto di se medesimo la sopra 
detta ballotta di pionbo. (T2)
77,2 is o f interest in the study of Leonardian fluid mechanics because an analog of this 
problem is considered in other notes for the case of weights that are supposed to elevate a 
certain amount o f water. We have here, and there, considerations of conservation of energy in 
a primitive empirical form.
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Ms M 62R T1-T4. 61V T3
Of motion.
Among the weights of the same shape that are 
propelled by the same 'potentia' that will 
achieve the maximum displacement, which 
has the minimum size.
The converse
Among the weights of the same shape that are 
propelled by the same 'potentia' that with the 
maximum size will achieve the minimum 
displacement
Aristotle says that if a 'potentia' moves a 
body a given distance in a given time, the 
same 'potentia' will move one half of that 
body twice that distance
Hence a millionth of that weight will be 
propelled by the same 'potentia' one million 
times that distance in the same time. Thus, if 
that weight would be one ounce and it would 
have moved in a given time over one mile, 
one millionth of it would traverse one million 
miles, in the same time.
And if you would say that the air would 
oppose a resistance, I would answer that less 
amount of air would offer resistance to its 
course in the ratio that the body is lesser than 
one ounce.
de moto
Infra llj pesi di simjl figure quello sara 
cacciato piv distante da vna medesima 
potentia che ssi trovera di mjnore figura. 
(TI)
la conuersa
infra i pesi di simjl figura che da vna 
medesima potentia saranno cacciati quello 
che ssara di magiore figura fia di minore 
moto. (T2)
Dice aristotile che sse vna potentia move vn 
corpo vn tanto spatio in tanto tenpo la 
medesima potentia moverà la meta di quel 
corpo dua tanti spatio nel medesimo tenpo. 
0 3 )
adunque la mjlionesima parte di quel peso 
sara cacciata dalla medesima potentia v 
milion di volte quello spatjo nel medesimo 
tenpo o sse ttal peso fussi vn onca e ffussi 
andata nvn tenpo v miglio la mjlionesima 
parte fare j°  mjlion dei mjgla. (T4)
nel medesimo tenpo e sse ttu elidessi laria li 
farebe resistentia io dico che tanto quanto 
esso corpo fu mjnore chel peso din onca 
tanto mjnore quantità daría li contradice al 
suo corso. (61V T3)
Of interest for the study ofLeonardian fluid mechanics are 62R Tl,2 and 61V T3 in which air 
resistance to the motion of a body is considered. There is also the question ( relating 62VR-V 
and 61V Tl,2) o f determining whether Leonardo is quoting Aristotle but thinking 
differently.( See also 62V and 63 R).
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Ms M 62V Tl-3
Of the motion of objects which is 
proportional to the 'potentia' propelling them.
Experiments must be done with a cross-bow 
or another 'potentia' which does not become 
weaker. Use balls of the same shape and 
different materials and weights to find out 
which goes farthest from its motor. Then try 
with different shapes varying size, width and 
length in order to make a general rule.
Of the converse. /
I want to know the weight of a 'potentia' 
which will throw farthest from itself the 
sphere weighing one pound.
del moto fatto dalle cose proportionevole alia 
potentia che lie chaccia. (Tl)
debbesi fare sperientia da vna balestra o altra 
'potentia' che non si si indebolisscha e 
chosi con palle di medessima figura e varie 
materie e pesi provare quale piv sallontana 
dal suo motore e poi provare con uarie 
figure di uarie grandeze largeze e llungeze e 
ffare regola gienerale. (T2)
della conuersa
Io voglio sapere che peso ara la potentia che 
chacciera piv distante da sse il peso duna 
libra di figura spericha. (T3)
See comments to Ms M 65R.
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Ms M 63R T l-3 D l
Of the 'potentia' of the cross-bow.
The ratio of the weight loading the cross-bow 
over the weight of the arrow is equal to the 
ratio of the displacement of the arrow of the 
cross-bow to the displacement of its cord.
Here three resistances caused by the air must 
be deducted, i.e., the impacts of the bow and 
that of the cord on the air, and third, the 
(resistance) against the arrow. The thicker the 
cord is the less will be its drive on the arrow.
della potentia del balestro (Tl)
Quella proportione che a il peso che chancha 
la balesstra chol peso della saetta tale ara il 
moto della saetta di talle balesstro chol moto 
della sua corda. (T2)
quj si debbe sbattere 3 resistentie fatte dall 
aria eoe la perchussione dell archo del 
balestro fatta col aria e quella della corda 
terza e quella fatta contra la freccia e quanto 
la corda sara piv grossa tanto singiera 
mancho la sua saetta. (T3)
Leonardo considers here the cross-bow very much like a machine capable of exerting a transfer 
of power or energy to an object. I would study carefully the meaning o f 'che peso ara la 
potentia' in 62V T3. I think this has to do with the calibration of the device. In addition, note 
that he considers the different ways in which the air will dissipate (as we say it) part of that 
transferred 'potentia'. Once more, what is original outweighs by far the relation to the past 
which seems to be the only important thing worth consideriing to many students of Leonardo. 
An eclectic approach is what is needed.
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Ms M 64V Tl,2
I ask where the water leaves the muddy silt, 
where does it leave silt mixed with sand and 
where tenuous and fine as something 
unctuous, and where mixed with roots and 
leaves.
Describe the cause of the motion of the sand 
along its bed, what picks it up, how it moves 
and how and where it settles. The same for 
small and large stones and for any other thing 
that goes rolling down the bottom. And 
(describe) the configuration of the deposited 
material.
dimando dove lacqua lasscia la lita fangosa e 
dove mista con rena e dove sottile e ffine in 
modo d untiosita e dove mista con radice e 
altre festuche e ffoglie (Tl)
dirán della cavusa del moto che ffa la rena 
sopra il suo fondo e chi la leua e come si 
move e doue e come si ferma e cosi delle 
mjnvte e grosse pietre e che figura fanno nel 
lor fermarsi tutte insieme e cosi d ognja altra 
cosa che sopra il fondo vada rotolando. (T2)
Ms M 65R TI DI? T2 DI?
I ask where the sand deposited by water 
forms ripples and where a flat surface, where 
the deposit is coarse and where fine, where 
uniform and where mixed (in size), and 
where mixed with fragments from straw, 
wood and leaves.
As the water falls down from its heights, it 
removes the larger things more apt to resist 
from the places of its maximum impact. And 
after the impact, it carries away the heaviest 
things with its strongest and fastest current. 
Conversely, the lightest things are carried 
away by the slowest and less powerful water.
dimando doue lacqua lasscia la rena rugata e 
dove spianata e dove grossa e doue mjnuta e 
dove pura e doue mista con uarie partichule 
di festuche di legnj e ffoglie.(Tl)
chade laequa delle sue alteze e dove da 
magiore perchussione remove le cose piv 
grosse e atte a resistentia e dopo esse 
percussione porta le cose piv grave per 
quella córente che piv grossa e veloce e cosi 
de converso porta le cose piv lievi per lacqa 
piv tarda e di mjnor poterna. (T2)
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Ms M 66R T l D l, T2, T3 D2
These sand waves travel as a group 
following the course of the river.
The water with highest velocity is the one 
that erodes the most the bed of the river. 
This is the origin of the ripples of the sand as 
one can see by the wave surface of the water. 
The sand that is transported by the main 
course of the water is the one that is 
worn the most.
How the water can flow along a line above 
while below it flows along another one which 
is transversal, as shown in .a.b. and .c.d.
Queste onde della rena sono mutabili insieme 
per lo verso del fiume. (Tl)
Quella acqa che ssara piv veloce fia quella 
che piu chonsuma il fondo de fivmj Di quj 
nasscie che quando la rena fa quelle scaglie 
overo an modo di cierta ondatione come si 
dimosstra nella superfitie dell acqa perche la 
rena mossa dal magiore corso dell acqua piv 
si ripulisscie (T2)
come laequa po chorrere di sopra per vna 
linja e di sotto per vna altra traversale come 
si dimosstra in .a.b. he .c.d. (T3)
The main problem is posed by T3; I believe that here we have one instance more of the 
confusion Leonardo experienced for some time between movement of material and movement 
of form. It could also be that he was referring, in this particular case, to a three-dimensionality 
of the flow around the body sketched in D2. More study is needed before a final version can be 
offered.
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Ms M 66V Tl-4 Dl,2
Concept
For any object that moves the new space that 
occupies is equal to the one that leaves free.
The parallel (band) .d.e.f. will be equal to 
the surface .ab.c. according to the fifth of 
the ninth.
The ratio of the base .c. to the base .f. will 
be equal to the ratio of the surface .o.. to the 
surface .g.
Concept
If a thing is removed from its contact with 
another, the displacement of the part opposite 
to the aforesaid contact will be equal to the 
space between the parts that were initially in 
contact.
conceptione
dognj cosa che si moue tant e lo spatio chella 
acqujsta quanto quello chella lasscia. (Tl)
H paradello d.e.f. fia equale alia superfitie 
.a.b.c. per la 5a del 9o. (T2)
Quella proportione che a la basa .c. cholla 
basa .f. tale ara la superfitie .o. cholla 
superfitie .g. (T3)
conceptione
se vna cosa sara remossa dal contatto dun 
altra tanto fia la quantità del moto che ffara 
la parte oposita al predetto contatto quanto 
lo spatjo che ssi interpone infra Ile parte che 
prima si tochauano. (T4)
This page is o f great value in the study of Leonardo's geometry in motion [Macagno M. 1987] 
and of his investigations of kinematics [Macagno 1982,1985,1987].
Ms M 67R TI DI, D2
In what way the tail of the fish propels the 
fish, and also the eel, the snake and the 
leech.
che moto fa la coda del pesscio a 
ssosspingiere il pesscio innanzi a cosi 
languida bisscia e mjgnjatta (Tl)
There are many modern studies on swimming offish and aquatic animals (see, e.g., Lighthill 
1975). For specific information on the swimming of leeches see Marr 1982, p. 349. In Ms M 
83R there is much more on this subject.
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Ms M 67V T1 D l, T2 D2
.a.b. prevails.
Here two water 'potentie' struggle and at 
times one water wins and at times the other.
vince .a.b. (Tl)
Qui combatte 2 potentie dacqa e ora vince 
luna e ora laltr aqua. (T2)
Ms M 68R DI, D2
There is no writing on this page. Dl and D2 seem to be related to Dl, and perhaps also to D2 
in 67V.
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Ms M 68V T l D3
To test a man and see whether he has good 
judgement on the nature of weight, ask him 
in what place to cut one of the equal arms of a 
balance so that, when the cut part is hung as a 
counterweight at the end of the remaining 
part, it precisely balances the opposite arm. 
This is never possible, and if he gives you a 
place, he is a poor mathematician.
per sagiare vn omo e veder selli a givditio 
vero delle nature de pesi dimandalo in che 
locho si debbe tagliare vno di 2 br equalj 
della bilancia e ffare chel tagliato apichato 
allo stremo del suo rimanente facci 
contrapeso al br suo opposito con 
precisitione la quale cosa maj e possibile e 
sse llui ti da il sito luj e tristo matematico.
(Tl)
I have used this problem to test present day response of students who had just taken a course in 
statics and found a few who were "tristi matematici". This may be due to the pressure under 
quizzes with lots o f questions, but some of them agreed that they had overlooked the fact that 
equal weight on both sides of a scale is not enough, and the second equation of statics slipped 
from their minds when considering the problem. One finds, o f course, many more students 
(beginners in fluid mechanics) failing in elementary questions of statics of fluids, questions in 
which Leonardo himself was a 'tristo matematico' ! (See Macagno 1982 on Leonardo's work 
in statics o f fluids).
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Ms M 72V T2,3 D2
Rule for the ratio between jumps.
If you twist with 20 turns the cord .n.m., 
when it unwinds it will make 39 turns in 
opposite sense, and then, opposite again, it 
will make 38, and so on successively in a 
decreasing arithmetic proportion until it 
comes to rest.
The ratio of the length of the first turns to the 
second is equal to the first right twist to the 
left one.
Regola della pro116 de balzi 
se torcieraj la corda .n.m. con 20 volte ella 
si disuoltera e nne fara per contrario 39 e 
poj si suoltera pr oposito e ne fara 38 e cosi 
suciessiuamente ne fara dimjnvendo con 
proportione arismetricha insino che ssi 
ferma. (T2)
Tale proportione a Ila lungeza delle prime 
volte colle 2e qual a la prima voltura desstra 
colla sinjstra. (T3)
This description o f the decay of the amplitude o f the oscillations of a torsional pendulum is 
interesting in several respects. Leonardo uses the term 'balzo' which is suggestive of an 
analogy with other oscillatory motions considered by him (See for instance Codex Madrid and 
Codex Atlanticus). Leonardo shows always a strong tendency to linearize everything.. 
However, had he meant in T3 that an / an.j  = a2 / aj , he would have offered another 
possibility. This seems to be the case in other passages, and it is worth studying, since he 
was certainly aware of other laws than those of direct and inverse proportionality (see, e.g., 
Macagno 1982).
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Ms M 73R TI Dl-3
If the vessel is of uniform cross-section in all 
places of its height in contact with water, and 
the water flows out at the bottom but directed 
upwards by the sides of its nozzle,the same 
reach upward will occur for fine as for large 
nozzles This is so because because the thin 
water (jet) is propelled by the thin portion in 
the vessel, while the large (jet) is propelled 
by the large part of the water which is also in 
the said vessel.
sei bottino sara dunjforme largeza e in tutte 
le parte della su alteza che ssi tocha coll 
acqua E che del fondo esca acqua la qual sia 
guidata alquanto inn alto dai labri della sua 
chana tanto gittera ella in alto a sscire per 
channa sottile quanto sella fussi grossa 
perche Ila laequa che hessce sottile e 
ssospinta da parte sottile che sta nel bottino 
e Ila parte grossa sara guidata e ssospinta da 
parte grossa che medesimamente sta in detto 
bottino. (Tl)
Ms M 74V T l
Of the motion of the arrow 
Although the force of the cross-bow is great 
at the beginning and zero at the end, the 
motion of the cord, due to the acquired ' 
impeto'., is faster at the end than at the 
beginning of its motion. Hence, one 
concludes that the arrow departs at the end of 
the motion of the cord.
de mota di freccia
benché Ila forza del balestro sia grande nel 
principio e njente in vltimo nondimeno il 
moto della corda per limpeto acquj stato si fa 
piv veloce in verso il fine che nel principio 
del suo moto onde si conclude che Ila 
freccia si parte al fin del moto della corda. 
(Tl)
This text should be compared with the discussion of an analogous phenomena in Ms C 15R 
[Macagno 1988dJ.
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Ms M 78V Tl,2 Dl,2
Each year, after the branches of the trees have 
completed their growth they form in total 
together a cross-sectional area equal to that of 
their trunk. At each level of their branching 
you will find the cross-section of the trunk, 
as in .i.K., .g.h, .e.f., .c.d., .a.b. All 
will be same unless the tree is damaged; 
otherwise the rule does not fail.
All the branches have directions which point 
to the center of the tree .m.
ognj ano che ramj delle piante anno dato 
fine alla loro maturta essi anno composto 
givnti insieme altrettanta grosseza quanto e 
Ila grosseza del suo pedale e in ognj grado 
della sua ramjfichatione tu troveraj la 
grosseza di detto il pedale come he .i.K. 
.g.h. .e.f. .c.d. .a.b. tutti saranno equali 
infra lloro non essendo lalbero storpiatj 
altrimenti la regola non falla. (Tl)
tutti i ramj anno le diritture che si dirizano al 
dentro del albero .m.(T2)
Tl sounds like a conservation statement for plants. It is, however, limited to the geometry of 
the plants, without any explicit reference to flow phenomena. I have quoted this, an another 
conservation statement, as an introduction to this monograph. One passage is representative of 
Lagrangian views while the other is Eulerian.
Ms M 82R T l
The wave of the flame produced by the 
ignited powder of the bombard - ’murali 
machine - creates the sound as it impacts the 
air which opposes it.
londa del uanpo creata dalla infochata 
poluere delle bombarde mvrali machine e 
quella che percotendo la a sse contraposta 
aria ere il sonjto. (Tl)
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Ms M 83R TI, T2
Of motion.
Swimming reveals the ways of flying; Thus, 
it shows that the widest body encounters 
maximal resistance in air.
Consider the foot of a goose; if it would stay 
always open or closed in the same way, the 
animal could not make any motion. It is true 
that the external curvature of the foot would 
open the water better when moving forward 
than when the foot moves backward. Hence, 
in this way, we confirm that an object is more 
retarded as it becomes larger.
See that the goose in order to move in water 
closes its foot when moving it forward thus 
affecting little water, and thus it becomes 
fast. When it moves the foot backward, it 
opens it, and thus if becomes slower. Then, 
the part in contact with the air becomes faster.
de moto
el notare mostra il modo del uolare e mostra 
che quel peso che e piv largo piv fa 
resistentia all aria vedi vna zanpa di ocha 
che sse ella stessi senpre aperta o sserata av 
medesimo modo che Ilo anjmale non potrebe 
fare alcuna parte di moto vero e che Ila 
curujta del piede di fori fenderebbe meglio 
laequa nello andare inanzi che non farebbe 
esso piedi a tirare indirieto onde per questo 
si conferma che v medesimo peso quanto piu 
salarga piv si tarda nel suo moto. ( Tl)
vedi che per chamjnare loca per lacqa essa 
nel movere il pie dinanzi lo chiude e ochupa 
pocha acqua e pero si fa veloce e nel tirare 
indirieto lo allarga e pero si fa piv tarda 
allora la sua parte che ttocha laria si fa piv 
veloce. (T2)
Analogical thinking establishes here a link between flow of two different fluids around moving 
bodies. There seem to be little notice by Leonardo of the differences between a phenomenon at 
the air-water interface and another which occurs well in the midst of air.
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Ms M 84R T l
Of 'potentia' of impact 
Many small impacts drive the nail into the 
wood, but if you apply the sum of all those 
impacts in a single percussion it will have 
much more 'potentia' than that of the small 
parts had separately. But is a 'potentia' of 
percussion dnves all the way a nail into the 
wood , such given 'potentia' can be divided 
in so many small parts that even impacting 
for long time on such nail will not give to it 
any degree of penetration into such piece of 
wood.
della potentia della perchussione 
moli picholj colpi fanno entrare il ciodo nel 
legno e sse givngnj essi cholpi in vno 
medesimo colpo esso ara molto magiore 
potentia che non ebbe seperatamente nelle 
sue partichule Ma se vna potentia di 
percussione cacia vn ciodo nun legnjo 
interamente quella medesima potentia si 
potra diujdere in tante partichule delle quale 
faciendo la percussione per lungo tenpo 
sopra tale chiodo maj potra acquistare 
nessuno grado di penetratione in predetto 
legnjo. (Tl)
Driving a nail into a piece of wood, or a pile into the ground, are nonlinear phenomena; this is 
what is reflected in Leonardo's account of the difference in results between applying many 
small impacts or a large one. A flowlike displacement of material occurs around such bodies 
but it seems that this was not perceived by Leonardo. Further study is needed. This should 
include other folios in this Ms, e.g. 83V, as well as in other notebooks where similar 
situations are considered; it is important to trace all non-additive phenomena that Leonardo 
may have detected, because this deviates from his trend to linearize most o f the phenomena 
considered.
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Ms M 90R T2-5 DI,2
Pyramid of the 'potentia' and displacements 
of the motor.
Pyramid of the 'potentia' and displacements 
of the moved object.
If the cord of the crossbow, after propelling 
the arrow remained uncurved (?), it is true 
that its 'potentia' over each degree of 
displacement acquired degrees of slowness 
and weakness 'ad infinitum' Hence such 
'potentia' can be said to be pyramidal, i.e., 
begins with a base and ends at a point.
Yet, being the arrow propelled by the cord of 
the crossbow, it is pyramidal, because over 
each degree of displacement acquires degrees 
of slowness and weakness . However, 
because such pyramid is longer than that of 
its motor, the arrow departed from its cord 
before the cord stopped,on the contrary when 
its motor was at the maximum of the 
'potentia*.
piramjde della potentia e moto del motore. 
(T2)
piramjde della potentia e moto della cosa 
mossa. (T3)
Sella corda del balestro dopo la fuga chessa 
dette alla saetta resto jncuruata certo e che Ila 
sua potentia in ognj grado di moto acqujsto 
gradi di tardità e debolezza infinjta onde tal 
potentia direno essere piramjdale che 
comjncia in basa e finjscie in punto. (T4)
Ancora essendo la saetta sosspinta dalla 
corda della balesstra essa e piramjdale 
perche inn ognj grado di moto acqujsta gradi 
di tardità e deboleza ma perche tal piramjde 
e piv lunga che cqla del suo motore la saetta 
si partj dalla corda prima che tal corda si 
fermassi anzi quand era in potentia magiore 
il suo motore. (T5)
This is a page that needs much more study to establish how much understanding of some 
principle of conservation is contained in these considerations and in the two sketches. I tend to 
see D 1,2 as diagrams representing perhaps the transformation of work done by the cord on the 
arrow into kinetic energy. I believe this was in Leonardo's mind in a very primitive and misty 
form, but something was there, much beyond a purely kinematic description. In this study, 
one should also take into account the discussions in Ms M 91 to 94. Leonardo refers to 
'inpeto' in some of them, but the notion that seems to emerge does not seem to be that of 
"impetus".
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Of the motor of steady quality of 'potentia'
Here the object moved cannot ever be but of 
less velocity than the motion of its motor, 
because if the object moved were of the same 
velocity as its motor there will not be impact, 
and it could not move but that weight which 
would be equal to that of that water that 
follows the motion of the wave that drives it.
dello motore de osera ata qualità di potentia. 
(TI)
qui la cosa mossa non po mai essere se non 
manco veloce chel moto fatto dal suo motore 
inpero che sse la cosa mossa fussi di moto 
equale al moto del suo motore esso motore 
non darebbe percussione e non potrebbe 
movere se non tanto peso che ffussi equale 
altre tanta acqua che seguita il moto dell onda 
che la cacca. (T2)
In DI there are very faint lines which seem to represent a device to throw an object using the 
motion of a hydraulic wheel. This would then be one among the several devices depicted in 
folios 90, 91, 93, 94. One of them ( 91R) is described as 'motore de avmentativa potentia ' 
(obviously because there is an acceleration of the driving weight). I think that Ravaisson- 
Mollien gave the correct interpretation , although not the most appropriate term, for \oseruata' 
potentia' in T1 above; he interpreted this machine as one which works under steady conditions 
of motion. I believe that Ravaisson-Mollien had either some knowledge of hydraulics or a good 
hydraulician as advisor.
I have the feeling that Leonardo might have been puzzled by a motor (the steady jet of water) 
and a moved object (the steadily rotating wheel, or turbine), which were continuously and 
regularly moving. He could not think o f this system as Euler did in his analysis centuries 
after, or we do today, and realize that the velocities are related in a complex vectorial way. It 
should have been easier to see this system working under some principle of conservation and 
of transformation of some scalar physical quantity. These pages of the Ms M should be 
carefully studied because o f their hidden concepts o f physics which are much more 
important than the mechanical engineering aspects. There has been too much focus on the 
utilitarian versus the intellectual aspects o f Leonardo's notes. Many want him to have been a 
precursor o f the idol o f these years: technology., or high technology .If he was, he did it 
through high-level thinking, and not just a mercantile, commercial approach. He was very 
severe in his intellectual ventures. [See Hart 1963].
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OF
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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
In the Ms M of the Paris notebooks of Leonardo, we find the first sketches of what will, 
after almost five centuries, be a part of the modern area of Mathematics that is named 
Transformation Geometry. The most innovative aspects of Leonardo's studies of geometry still 
remain practically unexplored. We know that Hermann Weyl was aware of some of those studies 
and considered the work of Leonardo on rotational symmetry so important that he named a 
theorem after him. [Weyl, 1952]. It is not easy to establish the influence of Leonardo in the 
development of geometry, but there seem to be no doubt that some has existed until recently. In 
this contribution, I would like to describe other aspects of Leonardo's new geometry. One is his 
approach to the subdivision and aggregation of figures; the other, which is really closer to 
kinematics than to geometry, deals with the deformation of figures in two- and in three- 
dimensions.
This Appendix contains comments on some notes and drawings found in the Ms M which 
are of interest because they seem to be among the initial explorations of Leonardo which then led to 
his work on geometrical configuration, geometry in motion, and what we call now a mathematics- 
laboratory methodology. Part of the material included in this Appendix has been taken, with the 
necessary changes and abridgements, from two contributions written in 1987 at the Biblioteca 
d'Arte del Comune di Milano [Macagno M. 1987a, 1987b].
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SUBDIVISION OF FIGURES
The subdivision, and the aggregation, of figures including similarity and symmetry in 
many cases, captured Leonardo's attention for a long time [Macagno M. & E. 1987]. About a 
century later, Kepler [1611] was fascinated by the same question for different motives. He wrote 
an essay on the aggregation of circles in a plane, of spheres in space. When one examines the 
manuscripts of Leonardo, a large number of such subdivisions is evident in several of them. It is 
obvious that he was driven to draw all those figures not only by a scientific and technological 
interest but also by an artistic motivation. In some cases, one feels as looking at foreshadows of 
Escher's drawings, especially those in which one or more contours are repeated over and over 
covering a two-dimensional region.
As a part of my contribution to this monograph I want to point out the subdivision of 
some geometric figures, according to a rather restrictive condition: the subdivision of the same 
area or volume in smaller components which are congruent among themselves and similar to the 
given larger figure. We have found that Leonardo was confronted with a serious difficulty when he 
attempted to subdivide tetrahedra and quadrilateral pyramids in the same way that triangles and 
parallelograms can be subdivided, in the plane, or parallelepipeds and prisms can be subdivided in 
the three-dimensional space.
Given any portion of a two-dimensional or a three dimensional space, the motivations to 
subdivide it may come from many different interests, from making doodles to solving questions of 
a scientific nature. When we look at the notebooks of Leonardo da Vinci, we can find a large 
number of configurations and patterns related to a variety of questions. It was mainly in connection 
with problems of mechanics that he found useful to subdivide areas and volumes according to 
rather restrictive rules. Less restrictive subdivision had to do with decorative patterns. We want to 
look at such configurations in a different way with the purpose of assessing Leonardo's perception
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of the configurations themselves rather than their applications to different technical problems. That 
Leonardo had really plans for work of this kind appears evident from some of his notes; for 
instance in Codex Forster 15R we find the following statement:
Trai (Tun dei cinque corpi regolari un corpo simile e che'l rimanente resti nella medesima 
figura. Io vo trarre un pentangulo dato d'un altro pentangolo che'l rimanente ressti informa 
di pentangulo e ssieno corpi non superfizie.
One could wonder if Leonardo meant "same volume' when saying medesima figura, but he went 
on saying that the form ( forma ) should be the same.
To illustrate the subdivision of two-dimensional figures in smaller congruent figures similar 
to the given one, we consider the equilateral triangle. Its subdivision in smaller equilateral 
triangles, shown in Fig. 1, has been achieved by the subdivision of the sides of the original figure 
in two and three equal segments respectively. Thus the first triangle was subdivided in four 
smaller congruent triangles similar to the given one and the second triangle was subdivided in nine 
smaller triangles with the same properties. In general, if we subdivide the sides in n equal 
segments, and draw lines parallel to the sides through the points of subdivision we will obtain 
triangles. This subdivision can be effected on triangles of any shape. In Fig.2 we reproduce the 
subdivision that Leonardo made in Ms M 74R, 85V, and 86V of a right triangle in sixteen 
triangles. The subdivision of an isosceles triangle is began in 85V and left unfinished, This 
subdivisions were made to partition the triangles in two parts of equal weight. Subdivisions of 
triangles can be found in Codices Madrid, Atlanticus, Arundel, Forster and in the Ms A [Macagno 
M. & E. 1987].
In the Ms M there are a few examples of subdivisions of two-dimensional figures in 
different congruent figures. See the subdivision of the pentagon in folio 31V, and a subdivision of 
the square into triangles, squares and rectangles. Of much more interest than these miscellaneous 
cases is the Fig. 3, from Ms M 8R, where we find a construction which amounts to the
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subdivision of right triangles and squares in a way subject to more than one interpretation, but 
very clearly proceeding from a large given figure to smaller and smaller similar one. A similar 
drawing in Ms A 14R ( Fig. 4 ) is accompanied by an explanation:
Se partirai senpre per metà e rimanenti delle prime metà di mano in mano della basa del 
triangolo m n o  troverai dentro infiniti quadri equilateri minori ma metà luno dell altro.
Leonardo seems to have been fascinated by the possibility of placing an infinite number of figures 
inside a given finite figure. How nice it would be to find some words by Leonardo showing that he 
realized that the sum of the areas of that infinite sequence of figures, either for squares or triangles, 
was a definite fraction of the area of the initial figure, but most probably he never reached that 
conclusion explicitly. In a survey of the notebooks of Leonardo we found two other places in 
which he played with the never-ending subdivision of a triangle; in one case there is a text 
expressing that the subdivision may go on indefinitely (Ms A 11R) while in the other it can only 
be inferred from an examination of the drawing (Ms A 12V).
Let us now consider the square and proceed to subdivide the sides first in two equal 
segments and then in three equal segments,joining the points of subdivision by lines parallel to the 
sides of the given square. First the square has been subdivided in four squares and then in nine. 
This case is not found in Ms. M, but we consider it of interest because is part of the subdivision of 
a cube ( that we do find in Ms M 60R) as shown in Fig. 5 , and also because the problem of the 
subdivision and composition of squares appears in other notebooks (Ms. A 14R ,CM II 66R, CA 
100 R, 334R, CAR 160V, 223V, and CFOR I 8V ).
It appears, from Leonardo's comments, that he had no difficulties with the subdivision of 
the triangle, and still less with that of the square and other parallelograms. To illustrate this point, 
we reproduce below the clearest explanation we have found in these manuscripts on this subject:
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Sicome le superfitie quadrate multiplican i lati che contengano langolo retto lun per laltro 
risolvano tal quadrato in tanti quadrati piccoli della medesima figura del quadrato maggiore 
quanto fu  la somma che fu  tal multiplicatione cosi accade nelle superfitie triangulare 
che partendo le lati di tal triangolo fussino dissequali e ne risulterà tal numero di triangoli di 
figura simile alla figura maggiore, qual fu  la somma di tal multiplicatione.
This paragraph is Leonardo's expression of what we said before in modern terms: when the sides 
of the square,or triangle, are divided in n equal parts, the number of smaller,congruent figures 
similar to the given one is r? .
When confronted with the problem of the subdivision of three-dimensional figures,we have 
a choice between proceeding directly in our attempt to obtain the subdivision or by the way of 
establishing analogies between two-dimensional and three-dimensional figures. One of the best 
treatments of geometrical analogies in recent times is that of Polya [1954] who made use of 
analogies relating triangles and tetrahedra, squares and cubes,etc.
If we use the analogical method, the subdivision of a parallelepiped should be inspired in 
the subdivision of a parallelogram and, as a special case, the subdivision of a cube, that we find in 
Ms M 60R, in the subdivision of a square. Thus, we begin by marking the middle points of the 
edges of the body, then we draw the lines through those points which subdivide the faces. And, if 
the analogy works, those lines should determine the planes that cut the given cube in congruent, 
smaller cubes.; the number of small volumes is 8. This is obviously 2? .  Had we begun the 
subdivision of the edges with n = 3,the number of small congruent volumes would have been n3 
= 27. In Ms.M 60R, we read that, when Leonardo was drawing and thinking about the 
subdivision of the cube, he was not considering a geometric, abstract problem, but on the contrary, 
he was trying to relate the geometry of the cube with the problem of falling bodies, and the 
resistance, in connection with the volume and the weight of the bodies. By subdividing the large 
cube, Leonardo shows that the large cube is eight times heavier than the small one. He also realizes
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that the bases of the cubes that receive the resistance of the air, are in the ratio of one to four,that is 
the ratio of the areas of the square’s bases.
DEFORMATION OF FIGURES
In the notebooks of Leonardo, there are many places in which we can see his interest in the 
art of changing the shape of different materials to obtain a desired result. It seems a plausible 
hypothesis that drawings in which we see ways of obtaining given shapes are at the root of an 
interest in a knowledge of deformation as a general topic, as a question of geometry in motion, or 
of kinematics of deformable bodies and it is for all this that we think it justifiable to state that 
Leonardo has been a precursor of the modem Transformation Geometry. We are not the first to 
think so; as mentioned before, H.Weyl has already recognized it by naming one of the theorems of 
this modem approach to Geometry, "Leonardo's theorem" on transformations.
It is not possible to discuss here all the material on geometry in motion that exists in 
Leonardo's notebooks; so I have made a selection aimed at illustrating, with striking examples, his 
innovative work on a geometry of a new kind. Let us consider figures in motion whose shape 
changes with time, as they undergo deformations which really transform the initial form into 
another one. We have to keep in mind that the deformations we will discuss, with reference to 
drawings and writings we have found in several of the manuscripts and codices, seem to have their 
beginnings in the time Leonardo was writing Ms M , as we can observe in folios 2R, 32V ,34R for 
example, because those simple sketches, drawings of quadrilaterals deformed by shear, may well 
show us that Leonardo was beginning to think in a geometry beyond the Euclidean, which usually 
excludes motion. In the Ms M, Leonardo was obviously beginning to introduce motion in his 
geometric thoughts. When Leonardo writes
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Il ronbo e di 2 sore el primo nassce dal quadrato el 2° dal tetragon longo el primo a Ili 
angolj opositj che ssono equalj e chosj tutti i sua lati equalj solsi uarj a che nessuno lata 
termjin angolj equalj macón angolo acuto e ottuso
he is already considering a transformation.
The questions of when Leonardo was thinking of doing only geometry and when 
kinematics of either rigid bodies or deformable bodies, may remain unanswered in a number of 
cases. But all cases should be considered together and then we may be able to see a gradual 
passage from static geometry to geometry in motion and to kinematics.
To introduce in a modem way the idea of deformation,we will say that the distance between 
any two points of a material system is IP - Ql = f(t) . But we will add that the system under 
consideration is treated as a continuum, because Leonardo worked within a framework which is 
that of the mechanics of the continua. Even if the theory actually refers to general rates of 
deformation or strain, it seems enough, to explain its results, to use linear states of flow.
We assume a one-dimensional continuum such as a rubber string, under a certain tension. 
If the tension is changed, the string changes in length. I we hold the string between the thumb and 
the index finger of our two hands and change its length, we can also impose rotation and 
translation to this simple system..To experiment with deformation in two dimensions,we can hold 
a rubber band around two fingers of each hand and,with a little practice,give it the shape of a 
square (Fig.6a), then try several elementary operations: dilatation in one direction, dilatation in 
two directions, dilatation in one direction and contraction along the other and so on..The different 
possibilities are illustrated in Fig.6b-e. One of the dilatations have been made so that the area does 
not change. One figure results from parallel shear and preserves the original area (Fig 60- 
Whenever the area is conserved, there must be dilatation in some direction and contraction in 
another. It seems as if some deformations leave all the angles intact, but this is only an illusion; we 
have evidence that Leonardo was aware of this. In Fig. 6g we can see a square transformed into a 
rectangle of equal area ; by drawing enough lines we can see that some angles remain the same, but
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others change. Fig. 6 g is based in sketches by Leonardo in Codex Madrid II72R. What has been 
said of figures in a two-dimensional space can be extended to figures in three dimensions. We 
should mention, by the way, that a correct theory and understanding of the deformation of a 
continuum was only attained about four centuries after Leonardo, and not without difficulties and 
controversy.
We can show by listing some of the many notes we find in his notebooks and codices that 
Leonardo was very interested in this kind of geometry. For example, the first of the Codices 
Forster contains about forty folios on geometry under the promising title
Libro titolato de estrasforinazione; cioè senza diminuzione o accrescimento di materia.
This sounds like conservation of mass,but what Leonardo did in the first forty folios for this 
Codex was all about transformations with conservation of either area or volume.
And in the same codex, folio 40V, we find another paragraph that shows much of the 
approach to geometry that characterizes the work of Leonardo as one in which change and motion 
are always present, in one way or another. He writes
Geometria che s' as stende nelle trasmutazioni de'corpi metallici che son di materia atta a
asstendersi e racortare secondo le necessita da loro speculante.
The person who has worked with his hands shaping different materials also prepares himself to 
find new ways in the old science of geometry, brought perhaps to a frozen form by the splendid 
rigorous treatment of the Greek scholars.
I will present, in few examples and in a general and systematic manner, what was 
Leonardo's approach translated into modem terminology and methodology. There are at least three 
procedures used by Leonardo in his geometria che si prova con moto. They are represented in Fig. 
7 which has been drawn using a sketch found in CMII 74R . The three methods are:
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A. - A given figure ABCDE (Fig. 8A ) with one inclined or curvilinear side, is translated 
to a new position .FGHIJ in such a way that the two figures have a part in common, AGHIE. If 
to each of the quadrilateral, ABCDE and FGHIJ we subtract AGHIE, the remaining parts must be 
equal: i.e. FAEG must have the same area as GBCDIH. This method has been discussed by 
Prof.Marinoni in his book on the Mathematics of Leonardo. [Marinoni 1982].
B. - If a segment S is cut out from a given rectangle, as shown in Fig.8B, .and then it is 
translated so that its straight edge coincides with BC, the same result we have obtained in 
procedure A can be accomplished.
C. - The third procedure involves gradual deformation rather than rigid motions, as the first 
two did. The rectangle ABCD (Fig. 8C) is resolved into parallel segments which are displaced by 
transforming AD into the curve EH while the segments remain with the same direction and the 
original length. We could also imagine that the sides AB and DC are prevented from moving and 
that the body, being highly deformable, could be pushed with a tool into adopting the form EFHG. 
This would correspond to the geometria che s'asstende .This method can be very easily explained 
now using modem elementary calculus.
Very interesting material for our research in the direction of Transformation Geometry can 
be found in the Codices Atlanticus, Madrid and Arundel, which have been object of recent 
exploratory studies concerning flow phenomena [Macagno E.1986,1987a,b,c,d ].
Beside the sketch A in Fig. 7 (CMII74R) Leonardo wrote:
La cosa che ssi mov(e) lascia tanto di spatio quant' ella ne quissta'
and in the following paragraph he gave an explanation similar to the one given above for procedure 
A. For a figure similar to C in Fig. 8, Leonardo wrote in CFI44R the following comment:
Tute le linee trasversali che ssi possano manualmente fare in queste
due superfitie sono de equal numero e lungheza.
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It is mainly according to this statement that procedure C above has been described. We sense here 
an important basic link between our modem method of integration to calculate areas and the 
criterion for equivalence of areas in CFI74R.
Examples of transformations and deformations of three-dimensional bodies can be found in 
CMII 107R (Fig. 9A to E). The transformation of a pyramid with plane faces into one with two 
curved faces is shown in A and B where procedure B has been used. Note, however, that in this 
case the portion that has been cut out must be translated and rotated. A similar transformation is 
illustrated in figures C and D but for a cone; in this case, however, procedure B is inapplicable and 
procedure C must be used. The two sketches in E show a case of bending. At the foot of this 
page, Leonardo wrote, by way of conclusion:
Questo modo di procedere non e semplice geometrico ma e sub-alternato perche si prova
col moto benché tutte infine le matematiche sieno speculazioni filosofiche.
A justification for the equivalence of areas, and also volumes, of figures that can be 
transformed one into the other through parallel shear is given in CAR 239R:
Tutte le piramide duniforme disformità co loro stremi infra linie parallele situate e sopra
equal base situate sarano infra loro equali anchor che sien di varie curvatura.
A sketch on the same folio illustrates the relation between two triangles of the same base and 
height. It should be taken into account that,in many cases, Leonardo uses the word 'piramide' to 
designate a triangle, but here the term could be taken as valid for both two-and three-dimensional 
figures.
In addition to parallel shear, Leonardo studied circular shear. There are illustrations of 
circular shear in many notebooks (see, e.g., Codex Madrid I I 107 R, from which I have taken the
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sketches in Fig. 10), but rarely the two kinds of shear are found together in the same figure, as it 
occurs in the Codex Arundel 263 (folio 239R ) (see Figs. 11 and 12). All these sketches are 
highly reminiscent of experiments performed in instructional laboratories of fluid mechanics with 
rotating coaxial cylinders containing a rather viscous fluid in between, thus producing Couette 
flows. They can also be studied through careful graphical construction in the manner of Fig. 11. 
The equivalence of areas in circular shear flow is not so obvious as that in linear parallel flow. 
Leonardo, who was strongly inclined to see analogies in every phenomenon, considered the space 
within the circle, subdivided as in Fig. 11, as another parallel space to be compared to that between 
a family of parallel straight lines. This is why we see, in Figs. 11 and 12, parallel and circular 
shear together.
THE MATHEMATICAL LABORATORY METHODOLOGY
The origins of the modem laboratory of mathematics have been traced to the times in which 
Petrus Ramus (XVI C.) abandoned the classical way of teaching geometry and published a book 
on this science, considering it almost as a part of physics. This idea was adopted later on by 
Clairaut and Monge in France, and spread slowly to other countries. This methodology was being 
adopted in the USA at the beginning of this century,and has been used ever since [Macagno, M. 
1951]. What may be new in this contribution, is the adaptation and the application of the 
mathematical laboratory methodology in the present investigation of geometry in the notebooks of 
Leonardo da Vinci.
The idea of applying geometry to the study of motion is old, as one can see by examining 
the contributions of astronomers of the Greek world such as Eudoxus, Aristarchus and Ptolemy 
[Delambre 1817,Dreyer 1953, Heath 1981, Neugenbauer 1962, Ptolomaeus 1952]. What is 
relatively modem is the use of motion to study geometry itself, to associate space and time in the 
study of geometry. The great German mathematician Felix Klein expressed this concept long ago
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when he stated that modern geometry is principally based on the idea of the motion of each figure 
[Klein 1931]. If the laboratory is useful in the study of a static kind of geometry, it becomes an 
essential necessity when motion is involved. To begin with, one does not use standard procedures 
of the mathematical laboratory but creates new experiments for a given specific and special purpose 
which is in this case,to examine how Leonardo approached geometry. The experiments should be 
designed so that insight is gained about what Leonardo wrote on the subject,and what he showed 
in his geometrical drawings. Because most of his work in this area is embedded in applications, 
one must look for geometry in motion as Leonardo used it, in a number of mechanisms and 
devices involving motions of rigid and deformable bodies.
The application of the laboratory methodology to this research began as a means of 
visualizing certain geometrical motions, but it soon became evident that, to understand Leonardo 
fully, other senses had to be put in use. Some of the problems, although reduced to geometry in 
motion by Leonardo, are really about dynamics, and forces are involved in different ways. By 
doing this, the notion developed gradually that Leonardo himself used methods and procedures 
which amount to what we call now the Math Lab in a much more extensive way than it has been 
believed until recent times. It seems likely that Lab Methods have been applied at all times, but 
rarely reported. In the Ms M one finds a few initial steps of the use of math-lab procedures by 
Leonardo, as in Ms M 14V where he takes away (cuts out?) the same part from equal figures, or 
in 15R where he puts two cards, one on top of another to show a geometric property. Similar 
procedures may have been used in the case of Ms M 34R, but many other examples are found in 
other notebooks of Leonardo [Macagno M, 1987a,b]. Here only a few illustrations of the math-lab 
methodology as applied to the study of historical scientific documents will be presented.
In fact, some laboratory methodology has been mentioned already in the preceding section 
(see Figs. 6 and 8). I used a fluid mechanical model to illustrate how Leonardo (by perhaps stirring 
some paint) was led to make sketches like those of the Codices Madrid and Arundel (Figs. 10 and 
11). In Fig. 13, we can see the visualization of a Couette flow produced by tracing a radial line of 
dye in the viscous liquid between two cylinders and then rotating carefully the inner cylinder.
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Conservation of area, or volume, is ensured by the negligible compressibility of liquids. I have 
also studied this deformation with a graphical model to generate spirals, and then verified, by 
integration in polar coordinates that there is the equivalence of areas postulated by Leonardo 
[Macagno M. 1987].
From the point of view of transformation geometry, the most remarkable drawing of all 
those we have examined in the thousands of surviving sheets by Leonardo is found in the Codex 
Atlanticus and is shown in in a redrawing in Fig. 14. The original figure seems to have been 
drawn in a hurry, but it is really invaluable from the point of view of the present research effort. To 
show how much was expressed in it, that would become essential in modem mechanics, we have 
drawn the two figures depicting the subdivision of a circle, by means of radii and concentric 
circles, and the correspondent subdivision of the ellipse obtained by affinity from the same circle 
(Fig. 15). It seems plausible to think that Leonardo had in mind also the subdivision of the circle 
but he cared to draw only that of the ellipse (Fig. 14). That the latter is not complete matters little, 
because the drawing has all the elements that are essential. It is clear that Leonardo understood that 
the radial lines in the circle would map into straight lines through the center of the ellipse, and that 
concentric circles would become ellipses, and also that orthogonal elements would become,in 
general, distorted elements with linear and angular deformations. Perhaps, in some lost folio, 
Leonardo drew a better drawing, but this incomplete sketch without comments is surely more 
telling, more eloquent, more like his spirit. In the Math Lab, I have modelled this study of 
deformation by using a thick paper back as shown in Fig. 16.
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FIG. 1. Subdivisions of equilateral triangles.
FIG. 2. Subdivision of squares into squares.
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FIG.4. A never ending process of subdivision of a right 
triangle. (See Ms A 14R, Ms M 8R).
FIG. 5. Subdivision of the faces of a square, and the square
itself in connection with a problem of fluid mechanics. 
(From Ms M 60R).
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FIG. 6. Deformations of an elastic square in 
the Mathematics Laboratory.
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FIG. 7. Sketches based on those of Leonardo in Codex 
Madrid II 74R.
FIG. 8. Three different approaches to transformations 
with conservation of area.
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FIG. 9. Examples of three-dimensional transformations 
from Codex Madrid II 107R. Leonardo says that 
this is "geometria cha si fa col moto".
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FIG. 10. Circular shear as illustrated by two sketches 
found in the Codex Madrid II 107R. Leonardo 
says that this is "geometria che si prova col 
moto".
FIG. 11. Improved drawing of circular shear based on 
a sketch found in the Codex Arundel 239R. See 
photoreproduction of the original in Fig.12.
FIG. 12. Leonardo's sketch of parallel and circular shear in 
Codex Arundel 263, folio 239R. Fig. 11 is based on 
this sketch, but care was taken to satisfy the con­
dition of conservation of area.
FIG. 13. Laboratory study of the drawing in Codex Arundel 
239R. (See Fig. 12.)
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FIG. 14. This drawing is based on a drawing by Leonardo in 
CA 602R. Many lines necessary for the graphical 
construction have been omitted, to give emphasis to 
the result.
FIG. 15. A modern view of the transformation performed by 
Leonardo in CA 602R. To us, this is an affinity 
transforming circles into ellipses, radial lines 
into radial lines, and rectangular elements (usu­
ally) into non-rectangular elements.
FIG. 16. A model of one of Leonardo's most 
remarkable geometrical experiments.
A circular figure is drawn on the 
side of a paperback which then is 
carefully bent to obtain an ellip­
tical figure. Note the deformations.
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